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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This invention relates to an ink jet recording
apparatus in which ink is supplied from an ink container
placed on a housing to a record head mounted on a car-
riage though a tube, and more particularly to an ink sup-
ply system, a sub-tank unit adapted thereto, and
operation techniques associated therewith.

Background of the Invention

[0002] An ink jet recording apparatus used for print-
ing a large number of pages adopts a structure wherein
an ink container such as a cassette is placed on a hous-
ing and is connected to a sub-tank unit mounted on a
carriage through an ink supply tube for supplying ink
consumed for print to a record head through the sub-
tank unit, for example, as shown in JP-B-4-43785.
[0003] Such a structure makes it possible to
remarkably prevent change in ink pressure caused by
stretching and bending the tube as the carriage moves,
thereby maintaining print quality.
[0004] On the other hand, to improve the print qual-
ity in a color print mode, a recording apparatus using dif-
ferent types of ink to produce light and shade in the
same color group involves the following problem: As the
ink types increase, the number of ink tubes increases
and for the necessity for guiding the tubes so as to be
able to follow a movement of a carriage, the structure for
routing the tubes becomes complicated and receives
restrictions and moreover the elasticity and rigidity of
the tubes affect motion of the carriage, making it difficult
to execute print at high speed.
[0005] To solve such a problem, JP-A-10-244685
proposes a recording apparatus comprising a sub-tank
unit mounted on a carriage for supplying ink to an ink jet
record head, and an ink replenishment unit connected
to an ink cartridge placed on a housing by a duct and
detachably connectable to the sub-tank unit.
[0006] According to the recording apparatus, the
carriage is moved in a disconnection state from the duct
of a tube, etc., during printing, and connection to the
duct is made only when it becomes necessary to
replenish the sub-tank unit with ink. Therefore, it is not
necessary to cause the tube forming the duct to follow
the carriage movement, routing of the tube can be sim-
plified, and expanding or contracting of the tube is not
involved in the carriage movement, so that the carriage
can be moved at high speed, making it possible to exe-
cute print at high speed.
[0007] However, ink supply to the sub-tank unit from
the ink cartridge placed on the housing relies on slight
negative pressure caused by an expansion force pro-
duced by an elastic member preliminarily built in the
sub-tank unit, thus if air accumulates in the sub-tank
unit as the sub-tank unit is replenished with ink a large

number of times, the negative pressure lowers, the
replenishment amount lowers, and it takes time in
replenishing the sub-tank unit with ink; this is a problem.

[0008] To solve such a problem, JP-A-9-29991 pro-
poses a system wherein an ink full sensor and an ink
empty sensor are contained in a sub-tank unit, an ink
injection port incorporating a projection member for
pushing and opening a valve on the side of an ink sup-
ply nozzle is provided for injection ink from an ink
replenishment tank positioned in an upper part, and
replenishment with ink is stopped based on a signal
from the ink full sensor.
[0009] This system involves a problem of compli-
cated control because stopping of replenishing the sub-
tank unit with ink depends on the sensor.
[0010] A record head in which a pressure genera-
tion chamber is expanded and contracted by displace-
ment of a piezoelectric vibrator involves the following
problem: If air is solved in ink, bubbles easily occur in
the pressure generation chamber, causing an ink drop
jet failure to occur.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0011] An ink jet recording apparatus of the inven-
tion comprises a sub-tank unit mounted on a carriage
for supplying ink to an ink jet record head and an ink
replenishment unit connected to a main tank installed
on a housing by a duct and being able to be connected
to and disconnected from the sub-tank unit, wherein the
sub-tank unit comprises an ink injection port and an
exhaust port that are communicated with an ink storage
chamber via self-seal type valve means, and a valve
mechanism for opening and closing the exhaust port
based on a liquid level of ink, wherein ink is supplied to
the ink storage chamber by negative pressure from neg-
ative pressure generation means for sucking air through
the exhaust port.
[0012] According to the configuration, normally
print is executed using ink in the sub-tank unit, and at
the stage at which the ink in the sub-tank unit is
decreased, the sub-tank unit is connected to the ink
replenishment unit and pressure in the ink storage
chamber is reduced for causing ink in the main tank to
flow into the ink storage chamber. When the ink arrives
at a predetermined level, flow-in of the ink is stopped by
a float valve. The duration in the reduced pressure state
can be prolonged to subject ink filled in the sub-tank unit
to a degassing process.
[0013] It is therefore an object of the invention to
provide an ink jet recording apparatus that can replen-
ish a sub-tank unit with a predetermined amount of ink
reliably in a short time regardless of the number of filling
times with ink, and that can degas ink in the sub-tank
unit as required.
[0014] It is another object of the invention to provide
a sub-tank unit used with the ink jet recording appara-
tus.
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[0015] It is another object of the invention to pro-
pose a method of recovering an ink droplet ejection
capability of a record head of the ink jet recording appa-
ratus.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016]

FIG. 1 is a drawing to show an ink supply mecha-
nism of an ink jet recording apparatus of the inven-
tion. FIG. 2 is a sectional view to show one
embodiment of a sub-tank-unit with respect to one
ink storage chamber. FIG. 3 is a sectional view to
show one embodiment of an ink replenishment unit
with respect to one ink storage chamber. FIGS.
4(A) and (B) are drawings to show the operation of
filling the sub-tank unit with ink. FIG. 5 is a sectional
view to show another embodiment of sub-tank unit
with respect to one ink storage chamber.
FIG. 6 is a sectional view to show another embodi-
ment of sub-tank unit with respect to one ink stor-
age chamber. FIG. 7 is a drawing to schematically
show an ink supply system for supplying ink from a
main tank via the sub-tank unit to a record head.
FIG. 8 is a drawing to show one embodiment of a
connection mechanism, FIGS. 9 and 10 are sec-
tional views to show one embodiment of valve unit
used with the connection mechanism in FIG. 8 in a
disconnection state and a connection state.
FIGS. 11 (A) and (B) are drawings to show sec-
tional structures taken on lines A-A and B-B in the
arrow directions in FIG. 10.
FIG. 12 is a sectional view to show another embod-
iment of valve unit used with the connection mech-
anism in FIG. 8 in a connection state, and FIG. 13
is a sectional view to show another embodiment of
valve unit used with the connection mechanism in
FIG. 8 in a disconnection state.
FIGS. 14 (A) and (B) are a front view and an
exploded perspective view to show one embodi-
ment of a float member attached to a sub-tank unit.
FIGS. 15 (A) to (C) are a perspective view and a
center sectional view to show one embodiment of a
valve member .and a drawing to show another
embodiment of the valve member as a center
cross-sectional structure.
FIGS. 16 (A) and (B) are a center sectional view
and a bottom view to show one embodiment of a lid
of sub-tank unit.
FIGS. 17 (A) to (C) are drawings to show embodi-
ments of float members.
FIG. 18 is a drawing to show an example of incor-
porating float member into sub-tank unit.
FIGS. 19 (A) to (C) are drawings to show another
embodiment of a valve mechanism for sealing a
suction through hole at the stage where the tank is
filled with a predetermined amount of ink in an ink

near end state, an ink full state, and a seal state.

FIG. 20 is an exploded perspective view to show
one embodiment of an attachment between an ink
cartridge and a tube. FIGS. 21 and 22 are sectional
views to show an embodiment of a first connection
part connected to the tube side and an embodiment
of a second connection part connected to the ink
cartridge side. FIG. 23 is a sectional view taken on
line C-C in FIG. 22 in the arrow direction to show an
embodiment of a large diameter part forming a part
of the second connection part. FIGS 24 and 25 are
drawings to show a state in which the connection
parts engage each other and a flow passage forma-
tion state.
FIG. 26 is a top view to show an up and down drive
mechanism of a replenishment unit placed on an
ink replenishment stage. FIGS. 27 and 28 are front
views to show a move-up state and a move-down
state of the replenishment unit with a drive gear
mechanism excluded.
FIGS. 29 (A) and (B) to 32 (A) and (B) are front
views and side views to show an alignment function
in a state in which a replenishment member moves
up, a state in which the replenishment member
slightly moves down, a state in which the replenish-
ment member furthermore moves down, and a
state in which the replenishment unit is connected
to the sub-tank unit.
FIG. 33 is a side view to show another embodiment
of opening and closing means of a suction pump
connection structure and an atmospheric communi-
cation port placed on an ink supply stage.
FIG. 34 is a sectional view to show one embodi-
ment of a valve unit suited for the pump connection
mechanism. FIG. 35 is a side view to show a move-
down process of the pump connection mechanism
and an atmospheric communication port introduc-
tion port and FIG. 36 is a side view to show a con-
nection state of the pump connection mechanism
and a closing state of the opening and closing
mechanism of the atmospheric communication
port.
FIGS. 37 to 39 are side views to show other embod-
iments for opening and closing the atmospheric
communication port. FIG. 40 is a sectional view to
show a second embodiment of the communication
port placed in the valve connection part on the ink
supply stage side of the pump connection structure
and FIGS. 41 (A) and (B) are a sectional view and a
bottom view to show another embodiment of the
communication port placed in the valve connection
part on the ink supply stage side of the pump con-
nection structure.
FIG. 42 is a perspective view to show another
embodiment of an ink jet recording apparatus of the
invention and FIG. 43 is a perspective view to show
the main part of a record mechanism in FIG. 42.
FIG. 44 is a sectional view to show one embodi-
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ment of sub-tank unit, replenishment means, and
recovery means. FIG. 45 is a side view to show one
embodiment of a suction pump.

FIG. 46 is a flowchart to show the operation at the
ink replenishing time in the recording apparatus
and FIG. 47 is a flowchart to show the ink drop jet
recovery operation of a record head.
FIG. 48 is a perspective view to show another
embodiment of the recording apparatus as the main
part of a record mechanism and FIGS. 49 to 51 are
flowcharts to show the ink replenishment operation
and the recovery operation fitted to the record
mechanism.
FIG. 52 is a longitudinal sectional view to show
another embodiment of sub-tank unit of the inven-
tion and FIG. 53 is perspective views to show struc-
tures of both sides of the sub-tank unit. FIG. 54 is a
fragmentary sectional view to show negative gener-
ation means of the sub-tank unit on an enlarged
scale. FIG. 55 is a drawing to schematically show a
flow passage configuration at the ink replenishing
time.
FIGS. 56 (A) and (B) are sectional views to show an
embodiment of a pressure detection unit as ink car-
tridge attachment detection means or ink full detec-
tion means in a normal pressure detection state
and a negative pressure detection state.
FIGS. 57 and 58 (A) and (B) show another embod-
iment of pressure detection unit as ink cartridge
attachment detection means or ink full detection
means; FIG. 57 is a perspective view of the pres-
sure detection unit and FIGS. 58 (A) and (B) are a
top view thereof and a sectional view taken on line
D-D in the arrow direction in FIG. 58 (A) respec-
tively.
FIGS. 59 (A) to (c) are sectional views to show
embodiments of sub-tank units each having an ink
full detection function.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

[0017] Referring now to the accompanying draw-
ings, the invention will, be discussed in detail based on
embodiments.
[0018] FIG. 1 shows one embodiment of the inven-
tion. A carriage 1 is guided by guide members 3 fixed to
a frame 2, and driven to reciprocate by drive means (not
shown). A sub-tank unit 4 described later is mounted on
the top of the carriage 1, and a record head 5 is
mounted on the front of the carriage 1. A cartridge
holder 7 for storing ink cartridges 6 is disposed on one
side of the frame 2, an ink replenishment unit 8
described later is disposed in an upper part of a non-
print area within the movable range of the carriage 1,
and a capping mechanism 9 for sealing the record head
5 is disposed on a front side thereof. The ink replenish-
ment unit 8 is connected to the cartridges 6 by tubes 10
and is also connected to a suction pump 11 by a tube

12.

[0019] FIG. 2 shows one embodiment of the above-
described sub-tank unit 8 with respect to one ink stor-
age chamber 25. Disposed in the top of the sub-tank
unit 4 are an ink injection port 21 having a self-seal type
valve 20, an exhaust port 23 having a self-seal type
valve 22, an atmospheric communication port 24, and a
valve chamber 28 that is opened and closed by an oper-
ation rod 27 and that is located in an intermediate por-
tion of a flow passage 26 connecting the record head 5
to the ink storage chamber 25.
[0020] The self-seal type valves 20 and 22 are
made up of springs 20a and 22a, and valve bodies 20c
and 22c that are pressed by the springs 20a and 22a
against openings 21a and 23a of the ink injection port
21 and the exhaust port 23 and that have operation rods
20b and 22b the upper ends of which are at the sealing
time. A float valve 29 is pivoted at one end on a shaft
29a, and seals the exhaust port 23 when ink rises to a
predetermined liquid level. The float valve 29 is housed
in the ink storage chamber 25.
[0021] FIG. 3 shows one embodiment of the ink
replenishment unit 8 related to one ink storage cham-
ber. The ink replenishment unit 8 includes an ink replen-
ishment port 31 having a self-seal type valve 30, a
suction port 33 having a self-seal type valve 32, a seal
valve 35 provided on the tip of an operation rod 34, and
a valve drive rod 36. These are provided in a frame F
moved up and down by a drive mechanism (not shown)
so as to face the ink injection port 21, the exhaust port
23, the atmospheric communication port 24, and the
operation rod 27 of the sub-tank unit 4, respectively. The
ink replenishment port 31 is connected to the cartridge
holder 7 by the tube 10 and the suction port 33 is con-
nected to the suction pump 11 by the tube 12.
[0022] The self-seal type valves 30 and 32 are
made up of springs 30a and 32a, and valve bodies 30c
and 32c that are pressed by the springs 30a and 32a
against valve seats 31a and 33a of the ink replenish-
ment port 31 and the suction port 33 and that have
operation rods 30b and 32b to be pushed in by the oper-
ation rods 20b and 22b of the sub-tank unit.
[0023] In the embodiment, to replenish the sub-tank
unit 4 with ink, the carriage 1 is moved to the non-print
area and the sub-tank unit 4 is made to face the ink
replenishment unit 8, then the ink replenishment unit 8
is moved down.
[0024] Thus, as shown in FIG. 4 (A), the operation
rods 30b and 32b of the self-seal type valves 30 and 32
of the ink replenishment unit 8 rise while pushing down
the operation rods 20b and 22b of the self-seal type
valves 20 and 22 of the sub-tank unit 4, the ink replen-
ishment port 31 and the ink injection port 21 communi-
cate with each other, the suction port 33 and the
exhaust port 23 communicate with each other, the seal
valve 35 seals the atmospheric communication port 24,
and the valve drive rod 36 pushes down the operation
rod 27 to close the valve chamber 28.
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[0025] In this state, if the suction pump ii is oper-
ated, pressure in the ink storage chamber 25 is reliably
reduced without incurring flow-in of air from the atmos-
pheric communication port 24 and back flow of ink from
the record head 5. Accordingly, ink in the ink cartridge 6
flows into the ink storage chamber 25 and is degassed.

[0026] When ink in the ink storage chamber 25
reaches a predetermined liquid amount, the float valve
29 rises and seals the exhaust port 23 (FIG. 4 (B)).
Flow-in of ink automatically stops at the stage where a
small amount of ink further flows in to balance pressure
in the ink storage chamber 25 with pressure in the ink
cartridge 6.
[0027] In other ink storage chambers 25, similar
operation is performed and all the ink storage chambers
25 are automatically filled with ink to a predetermined
level. If the ink replenishment unit 8 is moved upward at
such a timing that filling the ink storage chambers 25
with ink is complete, as shown in FIG. 2, the self-seal
type valves 20 and 22 of the sub-tank unit 4 and the self-
seal type valves 30 and 32 of the ink replenishment unit
8 are automatically closed by the urge force of the
springs 20a, 22a, 30a, and 32a, and the atmospheric
communication port 24 and the valve chamber 28 are
opened as the operation rod 34 and the drive rod 36
retreat.
[0028] After replenishment with ink, and if neces-
sary, the record head 5 is sealed by the cap unit 9 so
that ink is forcibly discharged from the record head 5 by
negative pressure generation means such as the suc-
tion pump 11 to recover destruction of the meniscus of
the record head 5 caused by replenishment with ink,
and thereafter the print operation is started.
[0029] In the print process, the carriage 1 and the
ink supply tubes 10 are separated from each other, thus
the carriage 1 can move freely regardless of the number
of the ink supply tubes 10, making it possible to execute
print at high speed. Since ink in the ink storage chamber
25 is sufficiently degassed by negative pressure at the
ink replenishing time, occurrence of bubbles during
printing can be suppressed and stable print can be con-
tinued even with such an ink droplet ejection type record
head that pressurizes the pressure generation chamber
by a piezoelectric element, etc.
[0030] When print advances and the ink amount of
the sub-tank unit 4 decreases, the above-described
process is executed and the sub-tank unit 4 is replen-
ished with ink. The ink amount of the ink storage cham-
ber 25 can be determined by adding up and calculating
the amounts of ink consumed by print and suction or
providing the ink storage chamber with optical liquid
level detection means or float-type liquid level detection
means.
[0031] In the above-described embodiment, com-
paratively strong negative pressure is made to act on
the ink storage chamber 25 for injection of ink rapidly,
thus the valve chamber 28 is closed during the replen-
ishment period. However, negative pressure may act on

the ink storage chamber 25 to such an extent that the
meniscus of the record head 5 can be maintained dur-
ing injection of ink. In this case, the ink storage chamber
25 can be filled with ink with the ink storage chamber 25
maintained in a negative pressure state by means of the
meniscus even if the flow passage 26 with the record
head 5 is opened.

[0032] Further, in the above-described embodi-
ment, when a predetermined amount of ink is injected,
the exhaust port 33 is closed. However, as shown in
FIG. 5, if the float valve 29 may be placed on the ink
injection port 21 side to seal the ink injection port 21 at
the stage where the predetermined level is reached. In
this case, after filling with ink, exhaust from the exhaust
port 23 can be continued to sufficiently degas ink.
[0033] FIG. 6 shows a second embodiment of sub-
tank unit 4. An ink storage chamber formation member
40 and a valve unit 60 are provided as separate bodies,
and the valve unit 60 is coupled to the top of the ink stor-
age chamber formation member 40 integrally by fitting a
projection 41,41' on one side wall of the ink storage
chamber formation member 40, into an engagement
hole 61, 61' formed in the valve unit 60.
[0034] The ink storage chamber formation member
40 is made up of a case 42 opened on the top and a lid
43 for covering the top, whereby an ink storage chamber
44 that can be hermetically sealed is provided. In the ink
storage chamber 44, a float member 45 floating up by
ink in the ink storage chamber 44 rotates on a support
shaft 46 in response to the ink amount.
[0035] A seal member 47 is placed on the top of the
float member 45, and abuts a valve member 62 to close
a suction passage communicating with a pressure
reducing pump at the stage where filled ink reaches a
predetermined amount.
[0036] An ink injection port 63 for receiving ink sup-
plied from a main tank, an ink supply port 62 for supply-
ing ink to the record head via the valve unit 60, and an
atmospheric communication port 65 are placed on the
top of the ink storage chamber formation member 40.
[0037] On the other hand, the valve unit 60 has a
valve member 66 common to suction spaces 67, which
is connected to the pressure reducing pump side and
which is opened at the stage where it is connected to a
replenishment unit placed on an ink supply stage. If a
plurality of ink storage chambers are formed, the suc-
tion spaces 67 are formed one for each ink storage
chamber 44 in a direction perpendicular to the paper
plane in the figure and are made to communicate with
each other so that negative pressure can be supplied
from a common pressure reducing pump.
[0038] In the valve unit 60, each injection space 68
for feeding ink into the ink injection port 63 is formed
separately for a respective ink storage chamber, and is
provided with a valve unit 69 opened at the stage where
it is connected to replenishment unit placed on ink sup-
ply stage, and the valve unit 60 is adapted for connec-
tion to replenishment unit (described later) placed on
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ink supply stage.

[0039] In the valve unit 60, ink supply valves 70
opened and closed each in an intermediate portion of
an ink supply passage from the ink supply port 64 to the
record head are placed separately in a one-to-one cor-
respondence with the ink storage chambers. The
atmospheric communication port 65 in the valve unit 60
can be opened and closed by an air introduction valve
71, which is housed in an air introduction space 73 hav-
ing an atmospheric communication hole 72 made in the
upper end. If a plurality of ink storage chambers are
formed, the atmosphere introduction valves 73 are
formed one for each ink storage chamber in a direction
perpendicular to the paper plane in the figure.
[0040] The ink storage chamber formation member
40 and the valve unit 60 are connected such that, as can
be seen, for example, in the ink supply port 64, a pipe
77 is extended to a tubular connection part 76 pressure-
inserted into an annular flexible seal member 75 dis-
posed in a recess part 74 formed in the valve unit 60
side. Similar structure is also adopted for the ink injec-
tion port 63, as seen in FIG. 6. In the figure, numeral 80
denotes a connection port for the record head 5.
[0041] FIG. 7 schematically shows one ink supply
system for supplying ink from the ink cartridge 6 as the
main tank via the sub-tank unit 4 to the record unit 5
without showing the valve unit 60 on the sub-tank unit
side and the replenishment unit on the ink supply stage.
[0042] The ink cartridge 6 forming the main tank is
mounted to the cartridge holder 7 disposed, for exam-
ple, on either of outer sides of the recording apparatus
as described above. The ink cartridge 6 is connected to
the ink replenishment unit 8 by the tube 10 forming the
ink supply passage so as to supply ink via the ink
replenishment unit 8 to the sub-tank unit 4 mounted on
the carriage 1.
[0043] On the other hand, the sub-tank unit 4 is
connected to the record head 5 by the ink supply duct
26, and a valve 78 made up of a valve chamber and an
operation rod is disposed at an intermediate portion of
the ink supply duct 26. Locating an ink flow exit 6a of the
ink cartridge 6 forming the main tank below the ink
injection port 64 of the sub-tank unit 4 can prevent nat-
ural flow-in of ink by a siphon phenomenon is and thus
ink leakage caused by an unforeseen accident. If the
value 78 is closed at least when power is shut off,
increasing the viscosity of ink in the ink cartridge 6 can
be prevented.
[0044] FIG. 8 shows one embodiment of a connec-
tion mechanism. The embodiment will be discussed by
taking as an example such a connection mechanism for
supplying ink to a recording apparatus that six ink stor-
age chambers are formed independently to construct a
sub-tank unit which is mounted on a single carriage.
[0045] A replenishment unit 90 is adapted to be
moved vertically by an up and down drive mechanism
(described later) in the range in which it can be attached
to and detached from the sub-tank unit, with a replen-

ishment member 91 formed with vertically guiding elon-
gated grooves 91a at left and right end parts thereof and
a guide case 92 having four guide projections 92a. A
plurality of guide ribs 93 for engagement with guide
members of the sub-tank unit are formed at the bottom
of the replenishment unit 90.

[0046] The replenishment unit 90 is formed at the
top with tube connection ports 94 for connection by the
tubes 10 to the ink cartridges 6 in which inks of six
colors are respectively stored. Valve members 100
(described later) are formed in the bottom of the replen-
ishment unit 90 to correspond to the arrangement pitch
in the sub-tank unit 4.
[0047] FIGS. 9 to 11 show one embodiment of the
valve member 100 of the replenishment unit 90 and one
embodiment of a valve member 110 of the valve unit 60
of the sub-tank unit 4.
[0048] First, the outer shell of the valve member
100 of the replenishment unit is formed by axially joining
first and second cylindrical cases 101 and 102, and an
O ring 103 is placed therebetween in an elastically
press state to join the first and second cylindrical cases
101 and 102 in a hermetic state. An opening 104 made
at the top in the figure communicates with the ink car-
tridge via the tube connection port 94 of the replenish-
ment unit 90.
[0049] A push rod 105 formed with a convex part
105a on the connection end face side is placed slidably
in the axial direction in the axis center part of the cylin-
drical case 101, 102, and is always urged so that the
convex part 105 of the push rod 105 projects to the con-
nection end face side (downward in the figure) by
means of a coil spring 106 placed between a flange part
105b formed on the push rod 105 and the second case
102.
[0050] The push rod 105 is formed on the outer
periphery with a taper part 105c spread upward, and in
the projection state of the push rod 105 the taper part
105c is brought into elastic contact with a seal member
107 for providing sufficient hermeticity.
[0051] A part of the seal member 107 is extended to
the end face side integrally, and the end faces of the
valve members are sealed by means of an extension
part 107a on the end face side in a state in which the
valve members are connected to each other shown in
FIG. 10.
[0052] On the other hand, the outer shell of the
valve member 110 of the sub-tank unit is formed by axi-
ally joining first and second cylindrical cases 111 and
112, and an O ring 113 is placed therebetween in an
elastically pressed state to join the first and second
cylindrical cases 111 and 112 in a hermetic state. An
opening 114 made at the bottom in the figure can com-
municate with the sub-tank unit side.
[0053] A push rod 115 formed with a convex part
115a on the connection end face side is placed slidably
in the axial direction in the axis center part of the cylin-
drical case 111, 112, and is always urged so that the
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convex part 115a of the push rod 115 projects to the
connection end face side (upward in the figure) by
means of a coil spring 116 placed between a flange part
115b formed on the push rod 115 and the second case
112.

[0054] An annular seal member 117 is attached to
the flange part 115b formed on the push rod 115 and is
brought into elastic contact with an inner wall of the
cylindrical case 111 by the urge force of the coil spring
116 to provide hermeticity.
[0055] The springs 106 and 116 contained in the
valve members 100 and 110 almost balance with each
other in elastic pressure so that the push rods 105 and
115 can retreat evenly for reliably opening the two valve
units when they are placed in a joint state as shown in
FIG. 10.
[0056] The valve member 100 can be formed with
three projections 105d in the circumferential direction of
the flange part 105b between the flange part 105b of
the push rod 105 and the case 102 as shown in FIG. 11
(A) on the cross section taken on line A-A in FIG. 10 to
providing a sufficient ink flow passage while preventing
axial rocking. As shown in FIG. 11 (B), three or more (in
the embodiment, four) fins 102a are projected radially
toward the axis center of the case 102 on the upper side
above the flange part 105b of the push rod 105 (cross
section taken on line B-B in FIG. 10) to reliably support
the push rod 105 movably in the axial direction while
providing an ink flow passage. Preferably, such a sup-
port structure is also applied to the valve member 110.
[0057] In the embodiment, when the ink amount in
the ink storage chamber 44 decreases so that an ink
near end state is established, the float member 45
moves downwardly. In this state, the carriage is moved
to the ink supply stage and the valve unit 60 of the sub-
tank unit is made to face the replenishment unit 90
placed on the ink supply stage as shown in FIG. 8, then
the replenishment unit 90 is moved downwardly.
[0058] Thus, the ink supply valve 70 and the air
introduction valve 71 are closed as described above
and the valve members 100 and 110 shown in FIG. 9
forming the valve member 69 are opened.
[0059] That is, the push rods 105 and 116 move rel-
atively evenly to establish a state in which ink can flow.
[0060] On the other hand, the seal member 47 of
the float member 45 is away from the valve member 62,
thus negative pressure from the pressure reducing
pump 11 acts on the ink storage chamber 44 and ink
from the ink cartridge 6 flows into the sub-tank unit 4.
[0061] When the ink storage chamber 44 is thus
replenished with ink almost fully, the float member 45
moves upwardly so that the seal member 47 seals the
valve member 62. Since negative pressure of the pres-
sure reducing pump 11 acts directly on the seal member
47, the seal member 47 comes in intimate contact with
the valve member 62 to reliably seal the same, pressure
reduction in the ink storage chamber 44 stops, and flow-
in of ink stops automatically when the pressure therein

is balanced with the atmospheric pressure.

[0062] Other ink storage chambers are automati-
cally replenished with different types of ink until they
become full by performing similar operation.
[0063] When all ink storage chambers are replen-
ished with ink until they become full, the replenishment
unit moves upwardly and both are disconnected,
whereby the push rods 105 and 115 forming the valve
members 100 and 110 are restored to the former state
by the urge force of the coil springs 106 and 116 to
close the ink supply passage.
[0064] The ink supply valve 70 and the air introduc-
tion valve 71, which are free from the depression by the
replenishment unit 90, are opened to provide the ink
supply passage from the ink storage chamber 44 to the
record head 5 and communicate the ink storage cham-
ber 44 with the atmosphere, enabling print with the
record head.
[0065] Whenever an ink near end state is detected
in one ink storage chamber, the above-described proc-
ess is repeated for filling all ink storage chambers fully
with ink.
[0066] FIG. 12 shows another embodiment of valve
unit. The members previously described with reference
to FIGS. 9 and 10 are denoted by the same reference
numerals in FIG. 12 and only the featured points will be
discussed.
[0067] A ring retention member 119 for retaining an
O ring 118 so as to expose the upper face of the O ring
is placed on the outside of a cylindrical case 111. With
valve members 100 and 110 joined, the upper face of
the O ring 118 is brought into elastic contact with a
cylindrical case 101 of the opposed valve member 100
to provide hermeticity, and push rods 105 and 115 pro-
jecting from the valve members 100 and 110 are caused
to retreat to open an ink flow passage.
[0068] In an embodiment shown in FIG. 13, a coil
spring 120 is inserted between a cylindrical case 111
and a ring retention member 119 and an O ring 118 is
brought into elastic contact with a cylindrical case 101
to provide hermeticity more reliably.
[0069] In the embodiments, valve formation mem-
bers 105d and 115c are attached to the push rods 105
and 115 to provide a valve function.
[0070] Other members forming the sub-tank unit
will be discussed in detail.
[0071] First, the float member contained in the ink
storage chamber 44 will be discussed.
[0072] For the float member 45, as shown in FIGS.
14 (A) and (B), one end of a long side 130b of a trape-
zoidal frame 130 having a bottom is extended to form a
support shaft 46, positioning pins 132 and 133 are pro-
vided at an opposite end and in the proximity of the sup-
port shaft 46, and a seal member 47 is formed on the
surface.
[0073] An opening 130a on one side of the frame
130 is sealed hermetically by a lid 135, thereby forming
the float member as a hollow body. Preferably, the frame
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130 and the lid 135 are made lightweight of an easy-to-
work material having a comparatively small specific
gravity and durability against ink, such as a synthetic
resin.

[0074] The positioning pins 132 and 133 are formed
to project 1 mm or more from the lid 135 on both sides,
eliminate the surface tension caused by a gap formed
by the float member 45 and an inner wall of the ink stor-
age chamber 44, and guide the float member 45 so as
to reliably move following the liquid level of ink.
[0075] On the other hand, the valve member 62 for
forming the valve in cooperation with the float member
45 is formed of a soft material, for example, soft elas-
tomer, and is designed to reliably provide hermeticity by
the seal member 47 that may be made of a hard mate-
rial provided on the float member 45.
[0076] As shown in FIGS. 15 (A) and (B), the valve
member 62 is made up of an annular fixed member 140
and a packing 141 of a trapezoid body with a through
hole 141a made in the axial center line, the bottom face
of the packing 141 is fitted into the fixed member, and
the valve member 62 is fixed hermetically to the rear of
the lid 43 of the sub-tank unit via the fixed member 140.
[0077] If a spread opening part 141b is formed in
the through hole 141a on the lid side as shown in FIG.
15 (C), flexibility can be improved to enhance hermetic-
ity, and the positional tolerance with the opening of the
ink supply passage can be enlarged to improve worka-
bility when the sub-tank unit 4 is incorporated into the lid
43.
[0078] Next, the structure of the lid 43 of the sub-
tank unit 4 will be discussed based on FIG. 16.
[0079] A pair of reception pieces 142 for pivotally
supporting the support shaft 46 of the float member 45
is formed at one end part of the lid 43, a concave part
143 for fixing the valve member 62 is formed in the
center area, and a cylindrical rib 144 projecting beyond
the tip of the valve member 62 is integrally formed
around the concave part 143 as shown in FIG. 18. In the
figure, numeral 145 denotes an exhaust port and
numeral 146 denotes an atmospheric communication
port.
[0080] The cylindrical rib 144 receives ink droplets
at the ink replenishing time, prevents ink from being
deposited on the valve member 62, and provides relia-
bility of the operation as an air valve.
[0081] FIGS. 17 (A) to (C) show embodiments of
the float member 45, wherein each of symbols G1, G2,
and G3 denotes the center of gravity of each float mem-
ber, and the width in the vertical direction indicated by
w1, w2, w3 denotes the move distance of each float
member when the liquid level of ink rises 1 mm.
[0082] FIG. 17 (A) shows the float member shaped
like the inverse trapezoid previously described in the
embodiment, FIG. 17 (B) shows the float member
shaped like a rectangle long in the length direction, and
FIG. 17 (C) shows the float member shaped like a rec-
tangle long in the width direction.

[0083] As seen in FIGS. 17. (A) to 17 (C), L'>L>L''
stands by comparing distances L, L', and L'' that are
respectively between support shafts 46, 46', and 46'' of
the float members 45, 45', and 45'' and buoyancy cent-
ers of gravity G1, G2, and G3.

[0084] Thus, as the distance L, L', L'' between the
support shaft 46, 46', 46'' and the buoyancy center of
gravity G1, G2, G3 becomes long, the moment caused
by the buoyancy also becomes large, thus the float
member 45' shown in FIG. 17 (B) has a large elastic
contact force of the seal member 47' with the valve
member 62 to provide a high seal property, but since the
cross-sectional area in the horizontal direction is small,
the float-up amount relative to the unit liquid level rise
amount becomes small, thus variations in the liquid
level of ink at the sealing time become large.
[0085] The float member 45'' shown in FIG. 17 (C)
with the shortest distance between the support shaft
46'' and the buoyancy center of gravity G3 has a large
cross-sectional area in the horizontal direction in con-
trast to that shown in FIG. 17 (B), thus the float-up
amount relative to the unit liquid level rise amount is
large and the accuracy of the liquid level of ink at the
sealing time is high, but since the elastic contact force of
the seal member 47'' with the valve member 62 is small,
the seal property is degraded.
[0086] In contrast, the float member 45 shown in
FIG. 17 (A), which is formed like an inverse trapezoid,
has large buoyancy at the sealing time and the distance
L between the support shaft 46 and the center of gravity
G1 is also provided reasonably, thus when the ink
amount arrives at a predetermined level, the seal mem-
ber 47 can be placed reliably to the valve member 62 to
provide reliable sealing by large buoyancy.
[0087] FIG. 18 shows an example of incorporating
the float member 45 shown in Fig. 17 (A) into the sub-
tank unit 4 to more effectively exert the characteristic of
the float member 45. The float member 45 is attached to
a pair of reception pieces 142 of the sub-tank unit 45 for
rotation on the support shaft 46 so that, when the ink
amount reaches a predetermined full level, a top face
45a is placed in a horizontal state and the seal member
47 comes in contact with the valve member 62.
[0088] Thus, when ink reaches the predetermined
full level, the float member 45 is immersed in ink up to
the area where the cross section thereof in the horizon-
tal direction is large. Accordingly, when the top face 45a
is brought into the horizontal state, the float member 45
receives large buoyancy to strongly press the Seal
member 47 against the valve member 62, and elasti-
cally deform the valve member 62 in compression
amount g, thereby delivering reliable sealing.
[0089] In the above-described embodiment, the
opening of the valve member is directly sealed by
means of the seal member 47. However, a similar effect
is produced if a flexible film 148 formed with an opening
member 148a in an area not facing an opening 62a of
the valve member 62 is placed so as to be made to face
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the opening 62a in a state in which the flexible film is
normally away from the opening 62a to define a space
149 and on the other hand, the float member 45 is
formed on the top face 45a with the seal member 47 at
a position facing the flexible film 148, as shown in FIG.
19A.

[0090] That is, if ink rises to a state in which the tank
is fully filled, the seal member 47 abuts the opening
member 148a to block communication between the ink
storage chamber 44 and the exhaust port 145 (FIG. 19
(B)).
[0091] Thus, pressure in the space 149 is largely
reduced and the flexible film 148 is attracted to the
exhaust port 145 (FIG. 19 (C), providing reliable seal-
ing.
[0092] Next, an attachment mechanism between
the ink cartridge 6 forming the main tank and the tube
10 will be discussed.
[0093] FIG. 20 is an exploded perspective view
showing one embodiment of the attachment mecha-
nism. The attachment mechanism is made up of a first
mechanism 150 connected to the tube 10 and a second
mechanism 160 provided to an in supply port 161
formed in an ink pack P stored in the ink cartridge 6.
[0094] As shown in FIG. 21, the first mechanism
150 has a fixed tube part 151 and a moving tube part
152 that are formed by mold-processing a plastic mate-
rial, etc. The fixed tube part 151 is formed with slits to
have a plurality of connection pieces 153 each having
an engagement claw 153a at the tip, and the moving
tube part 152 is formed with elongated holes 154 to
which the engagement claws 153a are fitted; they are
joined in the length direction.
[0095] On the center axis of the fixed tube part 151,
an ink flow passage formation member 155 with a
through hole 155a opened at the tip thereof is fixed to
and supported on a connection frame 156.
[0096] The moving tube part 152 has a bottom part
152c comprising a through hole 152a allowing the flow
passage formation member 155 on the fixed tube part
side to pass therethrough, and a spring retention piece
152b projecting toward the fixed tube part side. A tubu-
lar seal member 157 is fixed on the opposite end side so
as to cover the through hole 155a at the tip of the flow
passage formation member 155 projecting from the bot-
tom part 152c and to make the flow passage formation
member 155 slidable therealong. The moving tube part
152 is urged to the tip side of the fixed tube part 151 by
a compression spring 158 fittingly mounted between the
connection frame 156 and the spring retention piece
152b.
[0097] According to such a structure, in a detach-
ment state from the second connection part 160, the
tubular seal member 157 is closely fitted onto the
through hole 155a at the tip of the flow passage forma-
tion member 155, thereby preventing leakage of ink.
[0098] On the other hand, the second connection
part 160 is made up of a plastic tubular body 163 com-

prising a small diameter part 162 that can be inserted
into the ink supply port 161 at one end and a large diam-
eter part 163c for forming a joint part to the first connec-
tion part 150, a slider 165, and a packing 166, as shown
in FIG. 22.

[0099] The tubular body 163 is formed on the side
of the small diameter part 162 with radial spring recep-
tion projections 163a and grooves 163b forming the ink
flow passage extended therefrom to the small diameter
part 162, as shown in FIG. 23. The slider 165 is accom-
modated in the opposite end of the tubular body 163
such that the projections 166a are engaged with holes
163d of the tubular body 163 after the slider 165 is mov-
ably inserted into the packing 166 in a state that the
slider 165 is brought into abutment with the end of the
compression spring 164 supported at the other end on
the spring reception projections 163.
[0100] The slider 165 is made up of a shaft part
165b inserted into a through hole 166b of the packing
166 on the center line and comprising a concave part
165a matching the shape of the tip of the flow passage
formation member 155 at the tip, a bottom face part
165c coming in elastic contact with the packing 166,
and a guide rib 165d formed on the outer periphery of
the bottom face part 165c. Numeral 165e denotes a
concave part for spring reception.
[0101] According to such a structure, in a detach-
ment state from the first connection part 150, the bottom
face part 165c of the slider 165 is brought into elastic
contact with an annular protrusion part 166b of the
packing 166 by the spring 164, preventing ink from leak-
ing from the ink pack P.
[0102] In the embodiment, when the holder 7 is
loaded into the ink cartridge 6, the large diameter part
163c of the second connection part 160 provided in the
ink cartridge 6 is guided by the moving tube part 152 of
the first connection part to advance, and the tip of the
flow passage formation member 155 is engaged with
the concave part 165a of the slider 165, as shown in
FIG. 24. In the embodiment, since the tip of the flow
passage formation member 155 is formed into a conical
shape and the concave part 165a of the slider 165 is
also formed into a conical shape, they are guided by
each other through slopes so that the axis centers eas-
ily match. In this state, the seal member 157 of the first
connection part 150 is pressed at the tip of the packing
166 of the second connection part 16C.
[0103] If the cartridge is further pushed in, as
shown in FIG. 25, the seal member 157 of the moving
tube part 152 is pressed by the packing 166 of the sec-
ond connection part so that the seal member 157
retreats against the spring 158 and mutually the flow
passage formation member 155 projects. This causes
the slider 165 to retreat against the spring 164. The
through hole 155a of the flow passage formation mem-
ber 155 projects to the large diameter part 163c of the
second connection part and here communication is
established, whereby ink in the ink pack flows into the
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tube along the ink flow passage indicated by symbol F.

[0104] If the ink cartridge is drawn out for replace-
ment, the seal member 157 receives the urge force of
the spring 158, moves to the tip side of the flow passage
formation member 155 following the movement of the
ink cartridge, and seals the through hole 155a. The
slider 165 of the second connection part 160 also
receives the urge force of the spring 164, moves to the
side of the packing 166 following a relative retreat of the
flow passage formation member 155, and is pressed
against the annular protrusion part 166b for sealing.
[0105] Next, an embodiment of the above-
described replenishment unit 90 will be discussed.
[0106] As shown in FIG. 26, a drive motor 170 is
dislosed on the outside of the guide case 92, a small
gear 172 is driven via a pinion joined to a drive shaft of
the motor 170, and a second gear 173 is driven via a
small gear disposed on the same axis as the small gear
172.
[0107] Further, a third gear 174 is driven via a small
gear placed on the same axis as the second gear 173
and a rotation drive force is transmitted to a drive shaft
175 fixed to the third gear 174. That is, the drive force of
the motor 170 is speed-reduced in sequence manner by
the first to third gears so that the drive shaft 175 can be
rotationally driven.
[0108] A cam plate 176 is fixed to the drive shaft
175 and as shown in FIGS. 27 and 28, a cam follower
177 abutting the peripheral side face of the cam plate
176 is arranged rotatably by means of a support shaft
178. An opposite side part with respect to the support
shaft 178 is pulled by a tensile spring 179 joined at one
end to the guide case 92 so that the cam follower 177 is
urged to always abut the peripheral side face of the cam
plate 176.
[0109] The cam follower 177 moved up and down
as the cam plate 176 rotates projects also to the rear
side of the paper plane in FIGS 27 and 28, and the pro-
jection part engages an elongated hole 180 formed hor-
izontally in the replenishment member 91, causing the
replenishment member 91 to reciprocate up and down.
[0110] On the other hand, a horizontal maintenance
member 181 is disposed on the rear side of the replen-
ishment member 91. The horizontal maintenance mem-
ber 181 is formed with a pair of elongated holes 181a
and 181b vertically; the drive shaft 175 is inserted into
one elongated hole 181a, and a support shaft 182 dis-
posed in a parallel state with the drive shaft. 175 in the
guide case 92 is inserted into the other elongated hole
181b. Accordingly, the horizontal maintenance member
181 is moved in a state in which the attitude of the hori-
zontal maintenance member 181 is corrected in the ver-
tical direction by the drive shaft 175 and the support
shaft 182. The drive shaft 175 rotationally drives the
cam plate 176 and also provides a function of a support
shaft for guiding the horizontal maintenance member
181 vertically.
[0111] The horizontal maintenance member 181 is

formed with a pair of elongated holes 181c and 181c
horizontally, and a pair of protruded parts 90a and 90a
are formed on the side face of the replenishment mem-
ber 91 corresponding to the elongated holes 181c and
181c . The protruded parts 90a and 90a are inserted
into the elongated holes 181c and 181c slidably. There-
fore, the replenishment member 91 is supported mova-
bly in the horizontal direction with respect to the
horizontal maintenance member 181.

[0112] The replenishment member 91 is also
formed with a pair of elongated holes 90b and 90b ver-
tically, and is supported in a state in which the drive
shaft 175 and the support shaft 182 pass through the
elongated holes 90b and 90b. Each of the elongated
holes 90b and 90b formed in the replenishment member
91 has such a spread part 90c that a horizontal width is
enlarged to provide a predetermined allowance relative
to the drive shaft 175 and the support shaft 182 in a
state in which the replenishment member 91 moves
downwardly toward the replenishment side unit 4. In the
embodiment, the spread part 90c for the support shaft
182 is substantially formed at a position out of the upper
end part of the replenishment member 91, namely, on
the open end side.
[0113] Therefore, the replenishment member 91 is
supported movably in the horizontal direction with
respect to the horizontal maintenance member 181, and
moreover can move slightly in the horizontal direction
while the attitude of the replenishment member 91 is
regulated by the horizontal maintenance member 181 in
the range of a predetermined allowance formed
between the spread parts 90c and the drive shafts 175
and the support shaft 182 only in the state in which the
replenishment member 91 moves downwardly toward
the sub-tank unit 4.
[0114] The aligning operation will be discussed
based on FIGS. 29 to 32.
[0115] Guide ribs 93 are arranged in the lower bot-
tom part of the replenishment member 91, each being
formed with slopes facing inwardly with a distance ther-
ebetween increased downwardly. The guide ribs 93 are
placed in relation orthogonal to each other in the hori-
zontal direction as shown in FIGS. 29 (A) and (B) to 32
(A) and (B). On the other hand, the sub-tank unit 4 is
formed at corners with guide parts 189.
[0116] Therefore, as the replenishment member 91
moves downwardly toward the sub-tank unit 4, the slope
part 93a of the guide rib 93 arranged in the lower bottom
part of the replenishment member 91 abut the guide
member 189 at the corner of the sub-tank unit 4 and the
replenishment member 91 moves horizontally with the
sub-tank unit 4 as the reference, as shown in order in
FIGS. 29 to 32.
[0117] In this case, in the state shown in each of
FIGS. 29 (A) and 30 (A), the elongated holes 90b and
90b in the replenishment member 91 are guided by the
drive shaft 175 and the support shaft 182 arranged in
the guide case 92 to move downwardly. When the state
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shown in FIG. 31 (A) is established, the drive shaft 175
and the support shaft 182 are relatively positioned in the
areas of the spread parts 90c of the respective elon-
gated holes, so that the replenishment member 91 can
move horizontally in the range of the predetermined
allowance formed between the spread parts 90c and
the drive shaft 175 and the support shaft 182.

[0118] At this time, the slope part 93a of the guide
rib 93 abuts the guide member 189 so that the replen-
ishment member 91 is moved horizontally while the atti-
tude of the replenishment member 91 is regulated by
the horizontal maintenance member 181 with the sub-
tank 4 as the reference. As shown in FIG. 32 (A), in a
state in which the replenishment member 91 most
moves downwardly, the replenishment member 91 is
aligned at a predetermined position with respect to the
sub-tank unit 4 and an ink supply passage is formed.
[0119] Thus, even if a plurality of ink supply connec-
tion parts are formed in a unit, they can be connected
reliably in order to supply plural types of ink to the sub-
tank unit 4 simultaneously.
[0120] As shown in FIGS. 29 (B) to 32 (B), the elon-
gated grooves 91a formed vertically at left and right end
parts of the replenishment member 91 are formed with
spread parts 91b widening in the upper parts so as to
provide a predetermined allowance relative to each
guide projection 92a in the state in which the replenish-
ment member 91 moves downwardly toward the sub-
tank unit 4. Therefore, the replenishment member 91
can also be aligned with the replenishment side unit 2 in
a direction orthogonal to the replenishment member 91.
[0121] In the above-described embodiment, each of
the replenishment unit and the sub-tank unit forming the
connection mechanism is provided with ink supply pas-
sages arranged in a single row in the carriage scan
direction. However, a similar effect is also produced if
the ink supply passages are arranged in a single row in
a direction orthogonal to the carriage scan direction or if
the ink supply passages are arranged in the carriage
scan direction and in the direction orthogonal to the car-
riage scan direction.
[0122] Next, an embodiment of opening and closing
means of a suction pump connection mechanism and
an air introduction port will be discussed based on FIG.
33.
[0123] The embodiment includes, similarly to the
above-described arrangement, a slide plate 191 moved
up and down while being guided by four guide projec-
tions 190a oriented inwardly on the guide case 92, a
cam plate 192 rotationally driven by the drive motor 170
and train 171 to 175 previously shown in FIG. 26 to
determine the movement of the slide plate 191, a pin
193, i.e. a cam follower, coming in contact with the cam
plate 192 and loosely fitted into a through hole 191a
provided in the slide plate 191, a lever 195 having one
end to which the pin 193 is fixed and the other end to
which a spring 194 is suspended, a closing member
196, disposed opposite from the lever 195 with respect

to the cam plate 192 of the slide plate 191, for pressing
the air introduction valve 71, i.e. the atmospheric com-
munication port opening and closing means, to close
the same (see FIG. 6), a spring 197 attached between
the closing member 196 and the slide plate 191, and a
connection suction passage 197 formed in the slide
plate 191.

[0124] The slide plate 191 is formed with two regu-
lation members 191b and 191b extended upward, and
the support shaft 182 is inserted between the regulation
members. A through hole 191d into which the drive
shaft 175 is inserted, and a through hole 191c into
which the support shaft 178 of the lever 195 is inserted
are formed. In order to prevent the up and down move-
ment of the slide plate 91 from being regulated by the
drive shaft 175 and the support shaft 178, the through
hole 191c is elongated up and down, and the through
hole 191d is formed in a similar fashion as the through
hole 191c. The width of the through hole 191 is nar-
rowed to such an extent that the drive shaft 175 can be
passed therethrough.
[0125] The closing member 196 is set so that the tip
part thereof is positioned toward the sub-tank unit side
(in the figure, downward) relative to the tip part of the
connection suction passage 197 connected to the sub-
tank unit side. When the slide plate 191 moves down-
wardly, the atmospheric communication port 65 is
closed by the closing member 196 prior to connection of
the connection suction passage 197 to the valve unit.
[0126] The tube 12 connected to the pressure
reducing pump 11 is joined to the upper end opening
part of the connection suction passage 197, and a valve
connection part 200 described later is provided to the
lower end opening part thereof.
[0127] FIG. 34 is a sectional view showing the valve
connection part 200 in a pump connection mechanism
41 disposed on the above-mentioned ink supply stage,
and a valve member 110' disposed on the sub-tank unit
4 side.
[0128] The valve member 110' provided on the sub-
tank unit adopts the same structure as the valve 100 of
the two valves 100 and 110 shown in FIG. 9, and the
valve 100 arranged upside down is used, and therefore
a description thereof will not be given.
[0129] On the other hand, the valve connection part
200 is provided with a communication opening 200b
that communicates with the connection suction passage
197 and that is located in an area of a bottom part 200a
not opposed to a protruded part 105a of a push rod 105.
The bottom part 200a is finished to define a plane sur-
face coming in intimate contact with an extension part
107a of a part of a seal member 107 of the valve mem-
ber 110' for reliable sealing.
[0130] In the embodiment, when the sub-tank unit 4
is brought into an ink near end state and thus replenish-
ment with ink becomes necessary, the sub-tank unit 4 is
moved to the ink supply stage by the carriage and the
attachment mechanism on the ink replenishment side is
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connected to the sub-tank unit 4.

[0131] Upon the completion of docking, the cam
plate 192 is rotated to move the pin 193 downwardly
along the path of the cam plate 192, and move the slide
plate 191 fixed thereto also downwardly.
[0132] Also, in the embodiment, the slide plate 191
is guided by four guide projections 190a formed in the
guide case 92, the support shaft 182 in the upper part of
a guide case 190 almost between the guide projections
190a, the regulation members 191b and 191b, the drive
shaft 175, and the through hole 191d, so that the slide
plate 191 moves smoothly without swinging.
[0133] When the slide plate 191 thus arrives at a
lower position, as shown in FIG. 35, the closing member
196 first abuts the air introduction valve 71 (see FIG. 6)
of the valve unit 60 provided in the sub-tank unit 4, and
at the stage where the slide plate 191 further moves
downwardly in the state, the closing member 196
presses and first closes the air introduction valve 71
against the compressed spring 197, then when the slide
plate 191 further moves downwrdly, as shown in FIG.
36, the valve connection part 200 of the connection suc-
tion passage 197 communicates with the valve member
110' and communicates with the ink storage chamber
44. The flow passage for connecting the sub-tank unit 4
and the record head 5 is closed by the ink supply valve
70 by a member (not shown) as in the above-described
embodiment.
[0134] In this state, if negative pressure is supplied
from the pressure reducing pump 11, pressure in the ink
storage chamber 44 is reduced because the float mem-
ber 45 moves down due to ink near end, and ink is sup-
plied up to an ink full state in the process similar to that
described above.
[0135] When all ink storage chambers are filled with
ink up to the predetermined level, the slide plate 191
moves upwardly and the connection mechanism and
the valve unit 60 of the sub-tank unit 4 are disconnected
from each other accordingly. In this process, the push
rod 105 of the valve unit 60 is restored by the urge force
of the coil spring 106 and first the valve is closed, next
the closing member 196 opens the atmospheric com-
munication port 65 via the air introduction valve 71.
[0136] According to the embodiment, since the
valve 71 of the atmospheric communication port is
opened and closed in conjunction with movement of the
pump connection mechanism, special valve drive
means such as a solenoid becomes unnecessary.
[0137] In the above-described embodiment, the
atmospheric communication port opening and closing
means is constructed as a vertically movable member
urged by the coil spring 197. However, a similar effect is
produced if a plate spring 201 is fixed by a fixture 202
like a cantilever beam at the lower end of the slide plate
191 and the air introduction valve 71 is operated by a
free end 201a of the plate spring 201 as shown in FIG.
37 or if an L-shaped arm 204 is rotatably supported by
a shaft 203 at the lower end of the slide plate 191, a hor-

izontal part 204a is extended to the air introduction
valve 71 side, and a horizontal part 204 is urged down-
wardly by a spring 205 through a vertical part 204b as
shown in FIG. 38.

[0138] Further, a coil spring 206 may be provided at
the upper end of the operation rod 71a of the air intro-
duction valve 71 and on the other hand, a projection 207
may be formed in the corresponding area of the slide
plate 191, so that the operation rod 71a of the air intro-
duction valve 71 may be moved via the spring 206 by
the projection 207, as shown in FIG. 39.
[0139] On the other hand, in the valve connection
part 200 in the above-described embodiment, the single
communication opening 200b is formed in the area not
opposed to the protruded part 105a of the push rod 105.
However, a similar effect is produced if a plurality of fine
holes 200d are formed so that the protruded part 105a
of the push rod 105 can be pressed or if a slit hole 200e
narrower than the diameter of the protruded part 105a is
formed, as shown in FIGS. 40 and 41.
[0140] Preferably, the air introduction valve 71 of
the valve unit 60 is closed earlier than the suction con-
nection passage 197 when the ink replenishing is per-
formed, and the air introduction valve 71 of the valve
unit 60 is opened earlier than the suction connection
passage 197 after the ink replenishing is completed, as
in the above-described embodiment. However, if they
are closed or opened at the same time or at opposite
timings, the ink supply operation is not hindered.
[0141] Next, a preferred control mode will be dis-
cussed.
[0142] If the ink storage chamber 44 is brought into
an ink end state and required to be filled with ink, the ink
supply valve 70 is closed, and after the expiration of a
predetermined time the pressure reducing pump 11 is
operated. Since this allows negative pressure to act on
the ink storage chamber 44 in a state in which commu-
nication between the record head 5 and the ink storage
chamber 44 is inhibited, it is possible to avoid the menis-
cus on the nozzle openings from being destroyed by
sucking air through the nozzle openings.
[0143] At the stage where replenishment of ink to
the ink storage chamber 44 is complete, the air intro-
duction valve 71 is opened, and if the ink storage cham-
ber 44 becomes atmospheric pressure, then the ink
supply valve 70 is opened. This makes it possible to
avoid the meniscus of the nozzle openings from being
destroyed by sucking air through the nozzle openings of
the record head.
[0144] The items can also be controlled by adjust-
ing the operation timings of the pressure reducing pump
11, the ink supply valve 70, and the air introduction
valve 71.
[0145] During printing, the ink supply valve 70 and
the air introduction valve 71 are maintained open to sup-
ply ink to the record head, and the valves 69 and 66 are
maintained closed.
[0146] If printing terminates and power supply is
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shut off, the ink supply valve 70 is closed to inhibit com-
munication between the ink storage chamber 44 and
the record head, thereby preventing evaporation of the
ink solvent and suppressing an increase in the ink vis-
cosity. The air introduction valve 71 is closed to prevent
the ink solvent from volatilizing from the atmospheric
communication port 65, and both the valves 69 and 66
are maintained closed.

[0147] When power supply is again started, the air
introduction valve 71 is opened so that the ink storage
chamber 44 is restored to atmospheric pressure, and
then the ink supply valve 70 is opened. This avoids
destruction of the meniscus of the nozzle openings
caused by the difference between the pressure in the
ink storage chamber 44 and the atmospheric pressure.
[0148] If means for detecting the difference
between the pressure in the ink storage chamber 44
and the atmospheric pressure is provided and the air
introduction valve 71 is automatically opened when a
given or more difference occurs between the pressure
in the ink storage chamber 44 and the atmospheric
pressure even in a state in which power supply is shut
off, the ink leakage from the sub-tank 40 and the dam-
age can be prevented.
[0149] In a full color ink jet recording apparatus
shown in FIG. 42, a carriage 210 is provided with a sub-
tank unit 214 for temporarily storing yellow ink, cyan ink,
magenta ink, black ink, etc., and ink cartridges 6 as
main tanks are installed in a housing 212. Both of them
are momentarily connected together by a reciprocating
coupler 213 so that ink can be supplied from the ink car-
tridges 6 to the sub-tank unit 214.
[0150] FIG. 43 shows an outline of a print mecha-
nism and FIG. 44 shows one embodiment of the sub-
tank unit 214. In a case 214, an ink storage chamber
216 for receiving ink injected from the ink cartridge 6
through an injection needle 215 is formed, and a valve
body 217 and a diaphragm 219 having an ink flow hole
218 forming a check valve mechanism in corporation
with the valve body 217 are arranged in a lower area to
form a second ink storage chamber 229 for supplying
ink to a record head 220 while suppressing pressure
change as much as possible.
[0151] The check valve mechanism made up of the
valve body 217 and the diaphragm 219 opens the ink
flow hole 218 to supply ink to the second ink storage
chamber 229 if the pressure in the lower area of the dia-
phragm 219 is lowered. When negative pressure acts
on the ink storage chamber 216, the diaphragm 219
moves upwardly to close the ink flow hole 218. A spe-
cific structure of the check valve mechanism is shown,
for example, in JP-A-8-174860, etc.
[0152] The injection needle 215 described later and
the upper end of a suction passage 221 extended up
and down are opened at the top of the ink storage
chamber 216. The lower end of the suction passage
221 is formed in a non-print area of the record head
220, for example, in the proximity of the outside of noz-

zle openings 223 as a suction port 222. The nozzle
openings 223 and the suction port 222 can be con-
nected to a recovery pump 224 and a replenishment
suction pump 225 described later.

[0153] In FIG. 44, electrodes 226 and 227 for
detecting the upper and lower limits of the ink liquid level
are arranged in the ink storage chamber 216, and a
common electrode pin 228 is arranged in the second ink
storage chamber 229, so that the upper and lower limits
of the ink remaining amount in the ink storage chamber
216 can be detected based on the resistance values
between the electrodes 226 and 227 and the common
electrode pin 228.
[0154] The ink cartridges 6 store inks separately so
as to correspond to the sub-tank units 214, and are con-
nected to the reciprocating couplers 213 by tubes 12.
[0155] The reciprocating coupler 213 is provided
with a rubber seal 234 hermetically attached to and
detached from the injection needle 215 at the tip side of
a reciprocating mechanism 233 made up of a rack 230
moving relative to the injection needle 215 projected
from the sub-tank unit 214 and a pinion driven by a
motor 231.
[0156] A suction port cap 235 that can engage the
suction port 222 of the sub-tank unit 214 by a drive
mechanism (not shown) is fixed to the surface of a base
236, and is connected to a suction pump 225, i.e. the
replenishment means, by a tube 237.
[0157] A nozzle cap 238 connected to the recovery
means 224 by a tube 239 is disposed on the base 236,
and a nozzle cleaner 240 and a suction port cleaner 241
are juxtaposed to the side thereof. The nozzle cap 238
is made to communicate with a waste ink absorption
material 246 via an exhaust pipe 239, and the recovery
pump 224 is disposed on the exhaust pipe 239, so that
ink can be absorbed.
[0158] The carriage 210 can be reciprocated on a
guide shaft 242 laterally extending in a frame 212, and
is driven to a record position or a replenishment, recov-
ery position through a drive belt 243 by drive means
247. The sub tank unit 214 is provided on a holder 244
mounted on the carriage. The record head 220 and the
suction port 222 are exposed to the lower face of the
carriage 210, and can be confronted with an ink supply
position or a recovery processing position selectively by
moving the carriage 210.
[0159] The replenishment pump 225 and the recov-
ery pump 224 are designed as follows: As shown in
FIG. 45, a rotation plate P3 is fixed onto a drive shaft P2
rotatably supported on a support frame P1, a pair of roll-
ers P4 are loosely mounted on the rotation plate P3 so
that the outer peripheries thereof are partially projected
outwardly of the rotation plate P3, a tube P6 is arranged
along a guide frame P5, and the drive shaft P2 is rotated
by drive means (not shown) to move the position where
the roller P4 presses the tube P6, thereby deforming
and flattening the tube P6 partially, and thus generating
suction pressure.
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[0160] Next, the operation of replenishing the sub-
tank unit 214, in which ink is consumed by continuing
record processing, with ink from the ink cartridge 6 will
be discussed based on a flowchart shown in FIG. 46.

[0161] If consumption of ink in the ink storage
chamber 216 is detected by the electrode pin 227 for
detecting the lower limit in the sub-tank unit 214 and an
ink replenishment command is issued, the position of
the carriage 210 is detected and whether or not the car-
riage is at the ink replenishment position is determined
(S1). If the carriage is not at the home position (H), the
carriage 210 on the guide shaft 242 is moved to the
home position (H) so that the injection needle 215 of the
sub-tank unit 214 is confronted with the rubber seal 234
of the reciprocating coupler 213 (S2).
[0162] In this state, the suction port 222 and the
suction port cap 235 are joined, then the replenishment
pump 225 is driven (S3).
[0163] Next, the reversible motor 231 of the recipro-
cating coupler 213 is started to rotating the pinion 232,
so that the rubber seal 234 of the reciprocating coupler
213 is advanced in the arrow (B) direction to the needle
215 therein, thereby connecting the sub-tank unit 214,
i.e. a sub tank unit, and the cartridge 6, i.e. a main tank
(S5).
[0164] When they are connected, the replenish-
ment pump 225 communicating with the sub-tank unit
214 has already been in an activated state for Tb time,
thus even if the rubber seal 234 is opened, replenish-
ment with ink is started smoothly without allowing ink to
flow backward into the ink cartridge 6 leading to entry of
air.
[0165] Pressure in the sub-tank unit 214 is reduced
and ink flows into the sub-tank unit 214 via tube 12 from
the ink cartridge 6. So long as the ink amount in the ink
storage chamber 216 does not reach the upper limit
value, replenishment with ink is continued over required
replenishment time TS (S7) and if ink in the ink storage
chamber 216 is detected by the electrode 226 for
detecting the upper limit (S6), the reversible motor 231
is operated to retreat the reciprocating coupler 213 in
the arrow (d) direction, thereby detaching the rubber
seal 234 from the needle 215 and disconnecting the
sub-tank unit 214, i.e. the sub tank unit, from the car-
tridge 6, i.e. the main tank (S9).
[0166] Then, after the pump 225 is driven for
required time Ta, namely, the time for which ink remain-
ing in the passage between the inside of the ink storage
chamber 216 of the sub-tank unit 214 and the suction
port 222 and in the needle 215 can be discharged
(S10), the pump 225 is stopped. This makes the appa-
ratus ready for record processing in a state in which
clogging, etc., is prevented.
[0167] On the other hand, if ink in the ink cartridge
6 becomes insufficient to complete the replenishing, an
empty signal is generated to disconnect the sub-tank
unit 214 and the onk cartridge 6 (S9), and after the ink
cartridge 6 is replaced, the above-described operation

is restarted to complete replenishment with ink.

[0168] By the way, in the ink replenishing, pressure
in the ink storage chamber 216 becomes lower than that
in the ink storage chamber 211, and thus the diaphragm
219 moves up and the ink flow hole 218 is closed by the
valve body 217, so that back-flow of ink into the ink stor-
age chamber 211 from the record head 220 is pre-
vented and air bubbles can be prevented from entering
the ink storage chamber 211 through the nozzle open-
ings 223 as much as possible.
[0169] Since the nozzle openings 223 are sealed
with the cap 238 during replenishing with ink, an
increase in the ink viscosity in the nozzle openings 223
during replenishing with ink can be prevented.
[0170] The spout port of the pump 225 is made to
communicate with the waste ink absorption material
246 by the tube 245 and if ink spray flows in or the ink
amount exceeds the upper limit, ink can be absorbed in
the waste ink absorption material 246.
[0171] Next, recovery processing of the record
head 220 will be discussed based on FIG. 47.
[0172] In response to a recovery processing com-
mand generated by an operator or generated based on
a predetermined sequence, it is detected whether or not
the carriage 210 is located at the home position (H),
(K1). If the carriage 210 is not at the home position (H),
the carriage 210 is moved to the home position (H),
(K2).
[0173] Next, the ink remaining amount resulting
from subtracting the consumption amount of ink con-
sumed by ejection and recovery operations from the ink
full amount of the sub-tank unit 214 detected by the
electrode pin 226 is compared with the ink consumption
amount required for the recovery operation (K3), and if
the remaining ink amount is greater than the amount of
ink consumed by the recovery operation, a recovery
operation command is given (K6). According to the
command, the pump 224 is started and negative pres-
sure is given to the nozzle openings 223 by the nozzle
cap 238 to forcibly discharge ink from the record head
220, thereby executing recovery processing. After the
recovery processing, the carriage 210 is moved to a
record position (X), (K7).
[0174] On the other hand, if the remaining ink
amount in the sub-tank unit 214 is less than the amount
of ink consumed by the recovery operation, the sub-
tank unit is replenished with ink from the ink cartridge 6,
(K4), and it is detected whether or not the sub-tank unit
has been replenished with ink until detection by the
electrode pin 226 (K5). After the replenishment is com-
pleted, the above-described recovery processing is exe-
cuted (K6).
[0175] Since recovery processing is performed only
in the state in which sufficient ink exists, air bubbles can
be prevented from entering the record head 220 during
the recovery processing and an ink droplet ejection fail-
ure can be prevented.
[0176] FIG. 48 shows another embodiment. In this
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embodiment, nozzle cap means are provided sepa-
rately at two locations, a replenishment position (Y) at
which a sub-tank unit 214 is replenished with ink and a
recovery position (Z) at which ink is forcibly discharged
from nozzle openings 223.

[0177] That is, a first base 250 at the replenishment
position (Y) is provided with a nozzle cap 251 having a
closed bottom, namely, in the form of a blind-hole plug,
and a suction port cap 252 made to communicate with a
replenishment pump 225 by a tube, and a second base
253 is provided with a nozzle cap 254 made to commu-
nicate with a recovery pump 224 by a tube 239 and a
suction port cap 255 having a closed bottom, namely, in
the form of a blind-hole plug.
[0178] According to the embodiment, the sub-tank
unit 214 is replenished with ink at the replenishment
position (Y), and is subjected to the recovery processing
for the nozzle openings 223 at the recovery position (Z).
When the recording apparatus is stopped, a carriage
210 is stopped at the recovery position (Z), and the noz-
zle openings 223 and the suction port 222 are respec-
tively sealed with the nozzle cap 254 and the suction
port cap 255.
[0179] On the other hand, if the sub-tank unit 214 is
replenished with ink, the nozzle openings 223 are com-
pletely sealed with the cap 251 isolated from the out-
side, and therefore it is possible to more positively
prevent dry on the nozzle openings 223 and back-flow
of air during replenishing with ink.
[0180] FIG. 49 shows the ink replenishment opera-
tion suitable for the recording apparatus of the embodi-
ment. In response to a recovery command generated by
an operator or generated based on a predetermined
sequence, it is detected whether or not the carriage 210
is located at the position (Y), (L1), and the carriage 210
is moved to the replenishment position (Y) (L2). The
operation for this is similar to that at steps S1 and S2
previously described with reference to FIG. 46.
[0181] Next, the suction port 222 is brought into inti-
mate contact with the suction port cap 252 (L3), the
replenishment pump 225 is operated (L4), if a predeter-
mined time (Tb) has elapsed (L5), then a reversible
motor 232 is operated to engage a rubber sheet 234
with a needle 215 in a state in which the pressure reduc-
tion state in the sub-tank unit 214 reaches a predeter-
mined level, thereby connecting the sub-tank unit 214
and an ink cartridge 6 (L6).
[0182] The sub-tank unit 214 is replenished with ink
and if a state in which the sub-tank unit 214 is replen-
ished sufficiently with sufficient ink is detected by the
upper limit detecting electrode pin 226 (L7), the rubber
seal 234 is retreated to disconnecting the sub-tank unit
214 from the ink cartridge 6 (L8).
[0183] Next, after the expiration of a predetermined
time (Ta) (L9), the replenishment pump 225 is stopped
(L10), the suction port 222 is detached from the suction
port cap 252 (L11), the sub-tank unit is moved to the
recovery position (Z) (L12), and the nozzle openings

223 are brought into intimate contact with the nozzle
cap 254 (L13). In this state, the recovery pump (Pr) 224
is operated to perform recovery processing for the noz-
zle openings 223 over required recovery time (TR) cor-
responding to the suction time (L14), and the recovery
operation is completed. Next, it is returned to the record
position (X) and the record operation is enabled.

[0184] In FIG. 49, if the ink amount in the sub-tank
unit 214 does not reach the upper limit although the
sub-tank unit is replenished with ink for Ts time, the
operation (S7 to S11) previously described with refer-
ence to FIG. 46 is executed and an empty signal of the
ink cartridge 6 is displayed (S8, S13). Upon completion
of replacement of the ink cartridge, again Control is
returned to step L4 and the recovery processing is con-
tinued.
[0185] For good-quality print processing, it is indis-
pensable to previously degas ink to be supplied to the
sub-tank unit 214 sufficiently to reduce the dissolved air
amount in the ink; however, it is also feared that air bub-
bles may be dissolved into ink in the sub-tank unit 214
during use, or in the flow passage, or the ink viscosity
may rise due to drying, hindering recovery processing.
[0186] In such a case, the operation shown in FIG.
50 is executed. That is, before the recovery operation of
the sub-tank unit 214 is performed, ink is preliminarily
discharged to the minimum amount (lower limit value),
and then the sub-tank unit 214 is replenished with ink to
the maximum amount (upper limit value) from the ink
cartridge 6, and thereafter the recovery operation is per-
formed.
[0187] In FIG. 50, the carriage 210 is moved to the
recovery position (Z) in response to a recovery signal
(M1), the suction port 222 is brought into intimate con-
tact with the suction port cap (M2), the recovery pump
224 is operated (M3), and ink is discharged from the
sub-tank unit 214 until detection of the lower limit value
(M4).
[0188] Subsequently, the sub-tank unit 214 is
moved to the replenishment position (Y) and is replen-
ished with ink to the upper limit value from the ink car-
tridge 6, and then a recovery process similar to that
described above is executed. According to this embodi-
ment, the remaining ink in the sub-tank unit 214 is suffi-
ciently discharged, degassed ink is supplied in a large
amount from the ink cartridge 6, and therefore recovery
processing can be made reliable to assure quality of
subsequent print.
[0189] The recovery operation shown in FIG. 51 is a
processing to be executed in a case where the ink drop-
let ejection capability of the record head 220 cannot be
sufficiently recovered by normal recovery processing.
[0190] That is, in response to a recovery signal, it is
detected whether or not the number of print lines after
the preceding recovery operation is smaller than C1
(N1). If the number of print lines is not smaller than C1,
normal recovery operation (1), namely, steps L12 to L14
in F1G. 47, is executed (N2).
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[0191] If the number of print lines is smaller than
C1, it is detected whether or not the number of print
lines after the further preceding recovery operation is
smaller than C2 (N3). If the number of print lines is not
smaller than C2, recovery operation (2), namely, the
operation with the recovery pump operation time TR at
step L14 in FIG. 49 be prolonged is executed (N4).

[0192] If the number of print lines is smaller than
C2, recovery operation (3), namely, the operation
shown in FIG. 50 is executed (N5).
[0193] For example, the number of print lines C1 is
60 and C2 is 100, but the number of print sheets, the
number of print characters, the print time, etc., can also
be applied as C1 and C2 in place of the number of print
lines.
[0194] While the recording apparatus is stopped,
the carriage 210 is stopped at the recovery position (Z)
and the nozzle openings 223 are sealed with the nozzle
cap 251 and the suction port 222 is sealed with the suc-
tion port cap 252. While record is stopped, not only the
nozzle openings 223 of the record head 220, but also
the suction port 222 is capped. Accordingly, it is possi-
ble to prevent not only drying through the suction port
222, but also ink leakage occurring if the recording
apparatus falls down. Further, during the replenishment
of the ink to the sub-tank unit 214, the nozzle openings
223 are sealed with the nozzle cap 251 having a closed
bottom, namely, in the form of a blind-hole plug, and
during the recovery operation, the suction port 222 is
covered with the cap 255 having a closed bottom,
namely, in the form of a blind-hole plug. Accordingly, it is
possible to reliably prevent drying of the nozzle open-
ings 223 during the replenishment operation and the
recovery operation, and also it is possible to prevent
unnecessary air from flowing into the ink storage cham-
ber 216 during the recovery operation.
[0195] By the way, since the sub-tank unit is
designed to be suckingly replenished with ink by the
action of negative pressure, the ink in the storage cham-
ber may be brought into a degassed state to some, but
not sufficient, extent. For example, it may be difficult to
obtain a degassed degree to such an extent that air
bubbles entering the record head are dissolved in ink.
[0196] FIGS. 52 and 53 show another embodiment
of sub-tank unit for solving such a problem. A sub-tank
unit 260 is formed with an ink storage section 262 such
that an unillustrated laminate film in which a metal layer
extremely low in water vapor permeability and gas per-
meability is laminated on a polymer film is welded and
attached to an opening in each of the sides of a casing
261 adopting a frame structure molded of a plastic
material, etc. Negative pressure generation means 263
is disposed on a side of one side wall 264 to transport
standby ink WI stored in the ink storage section 262 to
the record head 5. Ink flow passage means 266 is
formed on a side of the other side wall 265.
[0197] A ventilation hole 268 is formed in a top wall
267 of the casing 261, and a replenishment port 269

into which ink flows from the ink cartridge 6, i.e. the
main tank, is formed to communicate with the upper end
of the ink flow passage means 266. The record head 5
is fixed to a bottom wall 270 of the casing 261.

[0198] The negative pressure generation means
263 is separated from the ink storage section 262 by a
partition wall 271, and designed so that standby ink WI
or replenishment ink NI supplied from a flow-in port 274
in the bottom of the partition wall 271 is supplied
through an ink passage 275 to the record head 5, using
a valve 273 pulsated against a spring 272 as shown in
FIG. 54 in response to pressure change produced by
the print operation, etc., of the record head 5 ejecting
ink droplets by drive means (not shown), such as piezo-
electric means.
[0199] The ink flow passage means 266, which is
bent roughly like an L letter, includes an introduction
port 276 communicating with the replenishment port
269, a flow passage along the side wall 265, a traverse
flow passage along the bottom wall 270 continuing the
side wall 265, and a flow-out port 277 on the bottom wall
270 side, which is located close to the flow-in port 274
of the negative pressure generation means 263 with a
given gap G.
[0200] FIG. 55 shows an ink replenishment system
for the sub-tank unit 260. A main tank 280 and the sub-
tank unit 260 are provided with a first connector 281 and
a second connector 282, respectively, that can be con-
nected to each other. By connecting the first and second
connectors 281 and 282 to each other, ink can be sup-
plied from the main tank 280 to the sub-tank unit 260.
[0201] In the embodiment, standby ink WI in the ink
storage section 262 of the sub-tank unit 260 is urged by
the valve 273 pulsated against the spring 272 of the
negative pressure generation means 263 to be trans-
ported from the flow-in port 274 to the negative pres-
sure generation means 263, passes through the
negative pressure generation means 263, and is sup-
plied to the record head 5 through the ink passage 275
for printing.
[0202] If ink is consumed, the ventilation hole 268 is
made to communicate with a suction pump 283 so that
pressure in the space of an upper part 262a of the ink
storage section 262 is reduced. In conjunction there-
with, replenishment ink NI in the main tank 280 is
allowed to flow into the introduction port 276 of the ink
flow passage means 266 via the connectors 281 and
282 from the replenishment port 269 and is supplied to
the ink storage section 262 through the flow-out port
277.
[0203] In this case, air entering the replenishment
ink NI due to the connection operation of the connectors
281 and 282 becomes air bubbles in ink and flows into
the ink storage section 262 to generating bubbles
therein. However, since the flow-in port 274, i.e. an ink
take-in port, is formed on the bottom wall 270, bubbles
in a floating state are prevented from entering the nega-
tive pressure generation means 263.
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[0204] To perform recovery processing when an ink
droplet ejection failure occurs due to dust deposition on
and around the nozzle (not shown) of the record head 5,
generation of air bubble in a head pressure generation
chamber (not shown), etc., the flow passage configura-
tion shown in FIG. 55 is also formed, the nozzle open-
ings are sealed with a cap 284, and a suction pump 285
is operated. With this process, ink is forcibly discharged
from the record head into the cap 284 and is stored in a
waste ink tank 286.

[0205] In this process, since the flow-out port 277 of
the ink flow passage means 266 is confronted with and
located closely to the flow-in port 274 of the negative
pressure generation means 263 in the sub-tank unit
260, replenishment ink NI having a high degassed rate
stored in the main tank 280 flows in taking precedence
over standby ink WI in the ink storage section 262. As
Seen in FIG. 52, the ink flow-out port 277 is offset so as
to have the given gap G from the flow-in port 274. Thus,
if air enters the replenishment ink NI to form air bubbles,
the air bubbles are moved through the gap G to the ink
storage section 262 by a buoyant force, and cannot
enter the negative pressure generation means 263.
[0206] The provision of an ink passage wall 286
makes it possible to more reliably remove air bubbles in
ink. Needless to say, ink having a high degassed rate is
high in capability of allowing air bubbles to be dissolved,
and therefore air bubbles entering the record head 5 are
allowed to be dissolved into ink, lowering of applied
pressure for ejecting ink droplets is minimized, and ink
droplets are ejected stably.
[0207] In the above-described embodiment, the
electrode pin is arranged in the ink storage chamber to
correspond to the ink-full liquid level so as to detect a
state in which the ink storage chamber has been replen-
ished with a predetermined amount of ink based on
electrical resistance. The state may be detected based
on pressure change in the ink storage chamber.
[0208] FIG. 56 shows an embodiment of a detection
mechanism suitable for detecting an ink-full state in the
ink storage chamber, or detecting whether or not the ink
cartridge 6 is attached.
[0209] A main body 291 molded of a synthetic resin
is formed with an ink flow passage 292 from side to side
in the figure. The main body 291 is formed almost at the
center with a guide projection 293, and a coil spring 294
is disposed surrounding the guide projection 293.
Above the main body 291, a displacement member 295
molded of a flexible material is arranged above the main
body 291 to seal an opening face in such a manner that
the peripheral edge thereof is fixed, for example, by
ultrasonic welding, etc. The member 295 forms a part of
the ink flow passage 292 on the top side of the main
body 291.
[0210] A resin plate 296 is adhered onto the lower
face of the displacement member 295, and an end of a
spring 294 abuts almost the center of the resin plate 296
to constantly urge the displacement member 295

upward. A reflection plate 297 formed of a material
excellent in close contact property, such as rubber, with
a white surface is adhered onto the surface of the dis-
placement member 295.

[0211] On the other hand, a light sensor unit 298
forming displacement detection means for the displace-
ment member 295 is disposed so as to face the reflec-
tion plate 297. The light sensor unit 298 is constructed
such that a light emitting element 298a and a light
receiving element 298b are disposed at positions where
a light passage is formed when the displacement mem-
ber 295 abuts the projection 293. Therefore, an electric
signal from the light reception element 298b is turned
off in a state in which the reflection plate 297 is in close
contact with the unit 298, and the light reception ele-
ment 298b senses light to provide an on-output in a
state in which the reflection plate 297 is away from the
unit 298.
[0212] FIGS. 57 and 58 (A) and (B) show another
embodiment of an attachment state detection unit
formed of pressure detection means. A main body 300
is formed with an ink flow passage 302 forming a part of
an ink supply path front the ink cartridge 6 to the sub-
tank unit 4 in the length direction of the main body 300.
The ink flow passage 302 is formed in a bottom section
with guide grooves 300a to 300d along the length direc-
tion, and a plate spring 303 is arranged in the guide
grooves 300a to 300. The plate spring 303 is made up
of a plate-like body 303a and four legs 303b to 303e
extended integrally from the plate-like body 303a. The
ends of the legs 303b to 303e are bent in a one-plane
direction of the plate-like body 303a.
[0213] The tips of the legs 303b to 303e are assem-
bled as a so-called four-leg state so that they are fitted
into the guide grooves 300a to 300d.
[0214] Although not shown, like that shown in FIG.
56, a displacement member molded of a flexible mate-
rial so as to wrap the upper face of the plate-like body
303a is attached, for example, by ultrasonic welding,
etc. so as to seal the upper face of the main body 300.
The displacement member forms a part of the ink flow
passage 302 on the top side of the main body 300.
Since the plate spring 303 is assembled as the four-leg
state, the ink flow passage 302 can be formed between
the legs 303b to 303e. As the displacement member, a
film member having a high reflection factor, for example,
an aluminum laminate film, is preferably used. A similar
effect is produced if the displacement member is formed
of a transparent film member, for example, without using
the aluminum laminate film, and the plate-like body
303a forming a part of the spring member is provided
with a reflection function Although not shown, the
above-described light sensor unit 298 is arranged so as
to come in close contact with the displacement member
covering the upper face of the plate-like body 303a.
[0215] The operation of the attachment state detec-
tion units shown in FIGS. 56 to 58 will be discussed by
taking the detection unit shown in FIG. 56 as an exam-
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ple. The attachment state detection unit is connected so
that the flow passage 292 forms a part of the flow pas-
sage from the ink cartridge 6 to ink replenishment unit.

[0216] In this state, if the sub-tank unit 4 is con-
nected to the ink replenishment unit and the pressure
reducing pump 11 is operated, the sub-tank unit 4
enters a reduced pressure state after a predetermined
time has elapsed. Consequently, the displacement
member 295 of the attachment state detection unit is
displaced and a signal is generated from the light sen-
sor unit 298. On the other hand, if an ink cartridge is not
attached, atmosphere flows in through an ink cartridge
attachment port, thus pressure in the sub-tank unit 4 is
not reduced and therefore no signal is output from the
light sensor unit 298. Accordingly, attachment or
detachment of an ink cartridge can be detected by mon-
itoring the presence or absence of a signal from the light
sensor unit 298.
[0217] To use the detection unit for detecting a state
in which the sub-tank unit 4 has been replenished with
ink to the full level, the strength of the spring 294 is set
to such an extent that the spring pushes up the dis-
placement member 295 in a state in which an ink car-
tridge is attached and ink flows into the ink storage
chamber of the sub-tank unit and that the spring can be
contracted upon direct reception of a suction force of
the pressure reducing pump 11. According to this, in a
state in which the valve member 62 is closed by the float
member 45 in an ink-full state, namely, the tank has
been replenished with ink to the full level, strong nega-
tive pressure of the pressure reducing pump 11 acts on
the displacement member 295 and a signal can be out-
put by the light sensor unit 298 in a similar manner to
that described above.
[0218] FIG. 59 shows other embodiments for
detecting the ink amount in the ink storage chamber. As
shown in FIG. 59 (A), a float 312 may be housed mova-
bly in an ink storage chamber 311 of a sub-tank unit 310
provided with the record head 5 in a lower part, and
means (contact 314 in this embodiment) for detecting a
state in which the float 312 has arrived, at a predeter-
mined position due to fully filled ink may be provided in
an upper part of the ink storage chamber 311 (in the
embodiment, in a lid 313 of the sub-tank unit 310), so
that the contacts 314 may be electrically connected to
each other by a conductive layer 312a on the float 312.
[0219] To detect a state in which ink in the ink stor-
age chamber 311 has been reduced to an ink near end,
for example, the numbers of ink droplets ejected for
print and the amounts of ink sucked by the recovery
operation may be added up by calculation means, etc.,
for estimation. In ink replenishing, the ink supply
amount is calculated, and the flow quantity of ink sup-
plied depending on the ink level in the ink storage cham-
ber 311 can also be adjusted by controlling the number
of revolutions of the replenishment pump.
[0220] Preferably, a filter member 316 is disposed in
an area of the float 312 facing an ink injection port 315,

as shown in FIG. (B), for catching foreign materials such
as air bubbles contained in supplied ink.

[0221] To prevent swinging of the float 312 in the ink
replenishment, which may causes the lowering of the
liquid level detection accuracy or chattering in a detec-
tion signal, it is preferable, as shown in FIG. 59 (C), that
a float guide part 317 is provided in an upper area to
regulate the float 312 so that the float 312 can be moved
only up and down.

Industrial Applicability

[0222] As described above, in the invention, the
sub-tank unit has an ink injection port and an exhaust
port communicating with an ink storage chamber via
self-seal type valve means, and a valve mechanism for
opening and closing the ink injection port or the exhaust
port based on a liquid level of ink, and ink is supplied to
the ink storage chamber by negative pressure produced
by sucking air through the exhaust port. Therefore, the
ink storage chamber can be forcibly replenished with a
predetermined amount of ink for a short time period
regardless of pressure in the ink storage chamber. Fur-
ther, ink is degassed as much as possible by filling ink
under reduced pressure, so that stable print can be exe-
cuted.
[0223] If one container is divided into a plurality of
ink storage chambers by a wall or walls, and different
types of ink are stored in the respective ink storage
chambers, all ink storage chambers can be automati-
cally filled with degassed ink to a predetermined level by
operating a common suction pump by forming the ink
storage chambers of the same structure.

Claims

1. An ink jet recording apparatus comprising:

a sub-tank unit, mounted on a carriage, for sup-
plying ink to an ink jet record head; and
an ink replenishment unit that is connected to a
main tank installed in a housing by a conduit
and that is connectable to and disconnectable
from said sub-tank unit,
wherein said sub-tank unit includes:

an ink injection port and an exhaust port
communicating with an ink storage cham-
ber through self-seal type valve means;
and
a valve mechanism for opening and clos-
ing the ink injection port or the exhaust port
based on a liquid level of ink;

wherein ink is supplied to the ink storage cham-
ber by negative pressure of negative pressure
generation means for sucking air through the
exhaust port.
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2. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1, wherein:

said sub-tank unit comprises a single container
divided into a plurality of chambers by a wall or
walls;
said sub-tank unit has, for each of the cham-
bers, the ink injection port and the exhaust port
communicating with the respective ink storage
chamber through the self-seal type valve
means, and the valve mechanism for opening
and closing the ink injection port or the exhaust
port based on a liquid level of ink,
wherein ink is supplied to the respective ink
storage chamber by negative pressure pro-
duced by sucking air through the exhaust port.

3. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1, wherein valve means closed by said ink replen-
ishment unit is connected between said sub-tank
unit and the record head.

4. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1, wherein the valve mechanism includes a float
member.

5. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1, wherein said ink replenishment unit includes an
ink droplet. discharge port communicating with the
main tank through a self-seal valve, and an air suc-
tion port.

6. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1, wherein said sub-tank unit includes an atmos-
pheric communication port, and said ink replenish-
ment unit includes a valve for sealing the
atmospheric communication port.

7. An ink jet recording apparatus, wherein:

said sub-tank unit comprises a single container
divided into a plurality of chambers by a wall or
walls;
said sub-tank unit has, for each of the cham-
bers, an ink injection port and an exhaust port
communicating with a respective ink storage
chamber through self-seal type valve means,
and a valve mechanism for opening and clos-
ing the ink injection port or the exhaust port
based on a liquid level of ink,
wherein ink is supplied to the respective ink
storage chamber by negative pressure pro-
duced by sucking air through the exhaust port.

8. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1, wherein the valve mechanism for opening and
closing the exhaust port is provided for each ink
storage chamber, and wherein the negative pres-

sure generation means is formed as a single unit.

9. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1 or 2, wherein an ink flow exit part of the main tank
is positioned lower in gravity direction than the ink
injection port of said sub-tank unit, or is adapted to
cause negative pressure to act on the ink injection
port.

10. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
4, wherein the float member is movable vertically in
a gravity direction with a support shaft arranged in
said sub-tank unit as a rotation center.

11. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
4, wherein the float member includes a box mem-
ber that is formed by one side face and a peripheral
side face molded integrally with the one side face to
have an opening part in an opposite face side, and
a plate-like lid jointed to the opening part of the box
member close the box member.

12. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
4, wherein the float member includes a quadrate
volume body formed at a position away from a sup-
port shaft as viewed in a horizontal direction, and a
trilateral volume body having a bottom face formed
substantially linearly from a bottom face of the
quadrate volume body to the support shaft side in
the proximity of the support shaft, and a distance
between a rotation center of the support shaft and a
center of gravity of buoyancy is large.

13. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
4, wherein the float member is formed with at least
a pair of positioning pins, projected to respective
outsides of the float member in a horizontal direc-
tion, each for holding a predetermined gap between
the float member and an inner wall of said sub-tank
unit.

14. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
13, wherein each of the positioning pins is formed
so as to hold a distance of at least 1 mm or more
between the float member and the inner wall of said
sub-tank unit.

15. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1 or 7, wherein the valve mechanism for opening
and closing the exhaust port includes a valve mem-
ber having a valve opening communicating with the
negative pressure generation means, and a seal
member, arranged on the float member, for opening
and closing the opening of the valve member.

16. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
15, wherein the valve mechanism for opening and
closing the exhaust port is molded of a soft mate-
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rial, and the seal member is molded of a hard mate-
rial.

17. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
15, wherein the valve mechanism for opening and
closing the exhaust port is molded of soft elas-
tomer.

18. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
4, wherein the valve mechanism for opening and
closing the exhaust port is located at an intermedi-
ate point between a center of gravity of buoyancy of
the float member and the support shaft.

19. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
15, wherein the valve member is formed into a trap-
ezoidal shape in cross section in a vertical direc-
tion, and is formed at a center vertically with the
valve opening communicating with the negative
pressure generation means, and wherein the seal
member abuts a short side portion of the trapezoi-
dal shape in cross section.

20. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
19, wherein the valve member is designed so that
the valve opening communicating with the negative
pressure generation means is enlarged in a triangu-
lar manner in cross section in a long side portion of
the trapezoidal shape in cross section.

21. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
19, wherein the valve member is molded integrally
with an inner peripheral surface of an annular fixing
member, and is attached to said sub-tank unit
through the fixing member.

22. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
19, wherein the valve member is surrounded by a
tubular rib for preventing ink from being deposited.

23. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
4, wherein the valve mechanism for opening and
closing the exhaust port closes an end face of a
valve member in a horizontal state when the buoy-
ancy of the float member reaches the maximum.

24. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1, wherein the valve mechanism for opening and
closing the exhaust port includes a flexible thin film
forming a space communicating with the negative
pressure generation means, and an opening that is
formed in a part of the flexible thin film and that is
closed by a seal member arranged on a float mem-
ber when said sub-tank unit is filled with a given
amount of ink, and wherein a communication kart
with the negative pressure generation means is
sealed with the flexible thin film which is contracted
upon the opening is closed by the seal member.

25. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1 or 24, wherein said sub-tank unit and said ink
replenishment unit have alignment means capable
of matching ink supply passages of both said sub-
tank unit and said ink replenishment unit with each
other when they are engaged with each other.

26. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
25, wherein:

said ink replenishment unit is connected to the
ink tank side by a tube and is arranged movably
in a vertical direction and a horizontal direction,
said sub-tank unit is mounted on the carriage
side so as to be moved to and stopped at a pre-
determined ink supply area,
the alignment means includes a guide rib on an
engagement side of said ink replenishment
unit, and a guide member on said sub-tank
unit, and
said ink replenishment unit and said sub-tank
unit are positioned to each other by contacting
the guide rib with the guide member during
movement of the ink replenishment unit to the
sub-tank unit.

27. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
25, wherein:

said ink replenishment unit is supported mova-
bly in a direction orthogonal to a movement
direction by an attitude maintaining member
that is made movable in a vertical direction by
at least a pair of support shafts,
said ink replenishment unit is also supported
by the support shafts in a state in which the
support shafts are passed through elongated
holes formed in parallel to the movement direc-
tion, and
said elongated holes are partially formed with
spread sections enlarged to provide a prede-
termined allowance with respect to the support
shaft during the movement to said sub-tank
unit.

28. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
26, further comprising:

guide means provided at at least two locations
between said ink replenishment unit and an
attitude maintaining member, each of the guide
means including an elongated hole formed in a
direction orthogonal to a movement direction,
and a protruded part inserted slidably into the
elongated hole,
wherein said ink replenishment unit is sup-
ported movably relative to the attitude main-
taining member in the direction orthogonal to
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the movement direction.

29. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in any of
claims 26 to 28, wherein:

said ink replenishment unit is supported mova-
bly, up and down by guide projections inserted
into elongated grooves formed in a vertical
direction at left and right end parts, and
each of the elongated grooves in said ink
replenishment unit are partially formed with a
spread section to provide a predetermined
allowance with respect to the guide projection
during movement of said ink replenishment unit
to said sub-tank unit.

30. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in any of
claims 26 to 29, wherein the guide rib and the guide
member forming the alignment means are arranged
in orthogonal relation to each other to align said ink
replenishment unit in one horizontal direction and in
another horizontal direction orthogonal thereto.

31. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in any of
claims 26 to 29, wherein said ink replenishment unit
is driven in a vertical direction by a drive member
that is engaged with an engagement hole formed in
a part of said ink replenishment unit and that is
moved up and down by the rotation operation of a
cam member.

32. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
31, wherein one of the pair of support shafts is a
drive shaft for rotationally driving the cam member.

33. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1 or 7, wherein said ink replenishment unit includes;

a slide plate moved up and down;
a connection suction passage formed on the
slide plate, and connected at one end to the
negative pressure generating means and at the
other end to said sub-tank unit, and
atmospheric communication port opening and
closing means, formed on the slide plate, for
opening and closing the atmospheric commu-
nication port.

34. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
33, wherein up and down movement of the slide
plate establishes a first state in which the connec-
tion suction passage is not connected to said sub-
tank unit and the atmospheric communication port
is opened, a second state in which the connection
suction passage is not connected to said sub-tank
unit and the atmospheric communication port is
closed, and a third state in which the connection
suction passage is connected to said sub-tank unit

and the atmospheric communication port is closed.

35. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
34, wherein the atmospheric communication port
opening and closing means is formed at a height
different from that of a tip part of the connection
suction passage connected to said sub-tank unit,
and wherein one of the first to third states is
selected as the slide plate is moved up and down.

36. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
34, wherein the atmospheric communication port
opening and closing means is formed at the same
height as a tip part of the connection suction pas-
sage connected to said sub-tank unit, wherein the
atmospheric communication port provided in said
sub-tank unit is formed at a height different from
that of a tip part of the suction passage on the sub-
tank unit side, and wherein one of the first to third
states is selected as the slide plate is moved up and
down.

37. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
35, wherein the atmospheric communication port
opening and closing means is a press member pro-
vided to elastically move a closing member formed
movably up and down with respect to the slide
plate.

38. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
35 or 36, wherein the atmospheric communication
port in said sub-tank unit is formed with a valve
body that is movable up and down, that opens the
atmospheric communication port at an upward
position and that closes the atmospheric communi-
cation port when the valve body is moved down,
and wherein the valve body is moved down by the
atmospheric communication port opening and clos-
ing means provided in a lower end part of the slide
plate to closing the atmospheric communication
port.

39. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1 or 7, further including valve units for enabling ink
to flow in a state in which said sub-tank unit and
said ink replenishment unit are connected, and
automatically closing connection parts of said sub-
tank unit and said ink replenishment unit in a state
in which they are disconnected.

40. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
39, wherein one of the valve unit is disposed in an
ink supply area positioned in the proximity of a
movement path of the carriage, and the other valve
unit is mounted on the carriage side, and wherein
the sub-tank unit and the ink replenishment unit can
be connected to each other by the two valve units in
a state in which the carriage is positioned in the ink
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supply area.

41. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
39 or 40, wherein each of the valve units includes a
push rod disposed in a cylindrical case and urged in
a projection direction, and a seal member made of
a flexible material for closing the ink supply pas-
sage in a projected state of the push rod, and
wherein movement of the pushing rods caused due
to connection between the sub-tank unit and the ink
replenishment unit makes flow of ink enabled.

42. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
39, wherein a taper part is formed partially on at
least one of the push rods of the valve units, and the
taper part abuts the seal member in the projected
state of the push rod.

43. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in any of
claims 39 to 42, wherein the push rod in the cylin-
drical case is supported slidably in an axial direc-
tion by at least three fins projecting toward an axis
center of the cylindrical case.

44. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in any of
claims 39 to 43, wherein at least one of the seal
members of the valve units is extended to a joint
face of the cylindrical case.

45. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
44, wherein the seal member is arranged on a joint
face of at least one of the valve units, and after seal-
ing isolating from outside air is established with the
seal member arranged on the connection end face,
the push rod is moved to forming an ink flow.

46. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1 or 7, wherein the ink supply valve is closed in a
state in which power is off.

47. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1 or 7, wherein the air introduction port is closed in
a state in which power is off.

48. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1 or 7, wherein the ink supply passage and the air
introduction port are closed in a state in which
power is off.

49. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1 or 7, wherein the air introduction port is opened if
the pressure difference between said sub-tank unit
and outside air exceeds a given value in a state in
which power is off.

50. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
49, wherein the ink supply valve is maintained
closed even in a state in which the air introduction

port is opened.

51. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
1 or 7, wherein the air introduction port is opened
prior to the ink supply port if the pressure difference
between said sub-tank unit and outside air exceeds
a given value in a state in which power is off.

52. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
51, wherein the ink supply valve is maintained
closed.

53. An ink jet recording apparatus comprising:

a sub-tank unit provided with a record head;
and
a main tank capable of replenishing said sub-
tank unit with ink,
wherein an ink storage chamber and the record
head of said sub-tank unit are connected
through backflow prevention means for ena-
bling ink to flow into the record head from the
ink storage chamber, and
wherein an ink replenishment unit for replen-
ishing said sub-tank unit with ink from the main
tank by reducing pressure in the ink storage
chamber by negative pressure generation
means is provided.

54. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
53, wherein a carriage to which said sub-tank unit is
attached is moved to a record are, an ink replenish-
ment area, and a recovery position for recovering
an ink droplet ejection capability.

55. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
54, wherein the ink replenishment area and the
recovery position are the same area.

56. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
54, wherein the ink replenishment area is more dis-
tant from the record area than the recovery posi-
tion.

57. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
54 or 55, wherein said sub-tank unit is allowed to
communicate with said main tank in the ink replen-
ishment area and at the recovery position.

58. An ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in any of
claim 1, 7, or 53, comprising:

a sub-tank unit, mounted on a carriage, for sup-
plying ink to an ink jet record head, and
an ink replenishment unit that is connected to a
main tank installed in a housing by a conduit
and that is connectable to or disconnectable
from said sub-tank unit,
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wherein first and second connection parts for
forming an ink flow passage between said sub-
tank unit and the main tank are arranged in the
conduit, and
wherein first and second ink seal means
opened if the first and second connection parts
are connected to each other are provided.

59. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
58, wherein the first ink seal means is designed so
that a hollow ink flow passage member is slidably
inserted into a first seal hole of a first seal body, and
that an ink small hole opened in the ink flow pas-
sage member is exposed from the first seal body to
open the ink flow passage only when the first con-
nection part is connected to the second connection
part.

60. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
58, wherein the second ink seal means includes a
second seal body and a slide shaft having a shaft
part inserted slidably into a second seal hole of the
second seal body, and the shaft part is projected
from the second seal hole to open the ink flow pas-
sage only when the second connection part is con-
nected to the first connection part.

61. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
59, wherein when the first and second connection
parts are connected, the shaft part of the slide shaft
is urged by the ink flow passage member to open
the ink flow passage.

62. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
61, wherein the ink flow passage member is formed
with a conical convex part, and the shaft part of the
slide shaft is formed with a conical concave part
engaging the conical convex part.

63. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in any of
claim 1, 7, or 53, further comprising pressure detec-
tion means, arranged in a flow passage from for
communication from said sub-tank unit to the nega-
tive pressure generation means, for detecting a pre-
determined or more pressure drop, wherein ink
replenishment completion is detected based on a
signal of the pressure detection means.

64. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in any of
claim 1, 7, or 53, further comprising pressure detec-
tion means connected to a flow passage between
the main tank and said sub-tank unit, for generating
electric output upon detection of a predetermined
or more pressure drop in the flow passage, wherein
an attachment state of the main tank is detected
based on the electric output of the pressure detec-
tion means.

65. The ink jet recording apparatus as claimed in claim
63 or 64, wherein the pressure detection means
includes a flexible displacement member that forms
a part of the flow passage and that is displaceable
in association with pressure change in the flow pas-
sage, a spring member, added to the displacement
member, for urging the displacement member in a
direction opposite to a direction in which the dis-
placement member is displaced in association with
the pressure drop in the flow passage, and dis-
placement detection means for detecting displace-
ment of the displacement member.

66. A sub-tank unit for an ink jet recording apparatus,
adapted to be mounted on a carriage, to be con-
nectable to and disconnectable from a main tank
installed in a housing side by a conduit, to receive
ink supplied from an ink replenishment unit in an ink
storage chamber and to supply ink to an ink jet
record head, said sub-tank unit comprising an ink
injection port and an exhaust port communicating
with an ink storage chamber through self-seal type
valve means, and a valve mechanism for opening
and closing the ink injection port or the exhaust port
based on a liquid level of ink, wherein said sub-tank
unit receives supply of negative pressure in the
exhaust port, to thereby receive supply of ink in the
ink storage chamber.

67. The sub-tank unit for an ink jet recording apparatus
as claimed in claim 66, further comprising a float
that stops ink replenishment at a stage at which the
ink storage chamber is replenished with ink up to a
predetermined value of ink amount.

68. The sub-tank unit for an ink jet recording apparatus
as claimed in claim 67, wherein at least a part of the
float is formed of an electric conductive material,
and a move-up of the float is detected electrically.

69. The sub-tank unit for an ink jet recording apparatus
as claimed in claim 68, wherein the ink storage
chamber and the record are communicated with
each other through backflow prevention means for
enabling ink to flow into the record head from the
ink storage chamber.

70. A sub-tank unit for an ink jet recording apparatus,
adapted to be mounted on a carriage, to be con-
nectable to and disconnectable from a main tank
installed in a housing side by a conduit, to receive
ink supplied from an ink replenishment unit in an ink
storage chamber and to supply ink to an ink jet
record head, said sub-tank unit comprising ink flow
passage means for guiding ink supplied from the
main tank into the ink storage chamber and nega-
tive pressure generation means for supplying ink to
the record head, the ink flow passage means and
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the negative pressure generation means being
located in the ink storage chamber, wherein an ink
flow-out port of said ink flow passage means and
an ink flow-in port of said negative pressure gener-
ation means are arranged to face each other
through such a gap as to allow air bubbles to be
moved upward.

71. An ink droplet ejection capability recovery method
for a recording head of an ink jet recording appara-
tus comprising a sub-tank unit provided with a
record head and a main tank capable of replenish-
ing the sub-tank unit with ink, wherein if an amount
of ink consumed by recovery operation is larger
than an ink remaining amount in the sub-tank unit,
the recovery operation is carried out after the sub-
tank unit is replenished with ink.

72. The jet capability recovery method as claimed in
claim 71, wherein after ink is previously discharged
from the sub-tank unit, the sub-tank unit is replen-
ished with ink from the main tank and then the
recovery operation is carried out.

73. The jet capability recovery method as claimed in
claim 71, wherein an ink consumption state in the
sub-tank unit is detected, and the recovery opera-
tion is carried out at least once or more as long as
ink exists.
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